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Hewson Consultants 
We proudly announce our 1983 range of 

SPECTRUM SOFTWARE 
40BESTMACHINECODEROUTINES 20BESTPROGRAMS FOR 
FOR THE ZX SPECTRUM £5.95 THEZXSPECTRUM £5.95 
By Andrew Hewson and John Hardman By Andrew Hewson 
Section A: Three chapters explaining what you Program tities include: 
‘peedto know about 280 machine code onthe Machine Code Editor - Write, modity, extend 

‘and load machine code using this al basic 
program. Nonoed to use an Assembler when Youhavethis program 

iow programmes are stored © Howtousethe stack the splay. the 
‘tnbute fies, 

Section B: 40 routines including Duckshoot--Learn how to manipulate the ‘© ‘Scroll~up. down, sideto side by pixel or by atiibutes file andhave fun atthe sametime, 
ch and replace, token swap, sting 

cally © Line renumber = Including GOSUBs, 
GOTOs, RUN ote 

NIGHTFLITE 
BACKGAMMON 16x 16 and 48K £5.95 £5.95 NGHTFLITE puts you atthe controlsf 
‘8 Lavels of play trom novice to expert 

COUNTRIES 
OF THE WORLD 

‘Qualified ight eircraf pilot, 
SPECVADERS £4.95) 

‘on of Beeple Zops 

Sn appreciation ofthe loc 
‘neountres and som 

18K version daplays a world map, the position of each country and 

population, size.currency.and MAZE CHASE £ 4.95 
Tatatcrontergentsadsmalen oan 40K 4or8 Mazes, Highest scoreto dat, 

independent guardians. 3lives, Fulleolour, Fast machine code ation 
‘more, realtime Scoring 

|ORDERFORM — watecrevnarorpreiet Fiy your own aircraft. 
lostrumonts and readouts 1 | Quant Product 

t 
oon 16K) 

OOUOD [ex a 
SS rH £5.95 jaca si : pee ee Sra 

[Ta] eve ! 
=! —— I Highest score date | my AccesBarctayeard No. ig i 0 SES J icserreeriet | ne: nwson consvttaNTs, 285: Mary Stes Nalinglort OxnOXOOEL 
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New software to sell? 
New shop opening’ 
Hardware for sal 
Advertise it het 

Ring Coleen or Barry on 
01-437 1002 NOW 

All the latest — new software, new micros 
‘Commercial TV stations and the 
BBC have been given consent to 
broadcast programs for direct 
downloading into micros. 

‘The Telesommunications 
Bill has been amended by the 
Government in a Commons 
committee. 

Junior industry minister 
John Butcher said. telesoftware 
‘was permitted now, but only if i 
‘was capable of TV display too. 

Direct downloading meant 
the signals went straight into 
computers without a visual 
display 

coe 
Cic-1 software is being produc- 
‘ed by a new company, Kenema 
Associates. 

Included in the range is @ 
£15 Multipurpose/Personnel 
Records File which, says 
Kenema, allows mass storage 
and file handling of confiden: 
tial information on personnel or 
products. 

‘There is also an Oric-1 
Keyboard Trainer, games, 
books and accessories, in: 
cluding American Oric-1 
Teshits 

Kenema Associates, 1 
Marlborough Drive, Worle, 
‘Avon, BS22 0DQ 

Screen glare getting you down? 
Regisbrook says it has come up 
with the answer — an aerosol 
spray for £8.95 

It dries to a scrateh-resistant 
it film which is said to cut 

reflected glare by up to 78 pet 
cent while retaining 9S percent of, 
the brightness with only a negli 
ble effect of clarity 

Regisbrook has also brought 
‘out Anit-Matter, an aerosol spray 
cleaner for similar surfaces. The 
two products can be bought 
together at £14.50. 

Regisbrook, Studio House, 
Kings Road, Reading, Berks 
RGI ALS. 

Tandy printer ...............16-17 
It costs under £150, but how good is it? 

Profile: Quicksilva .. ert 18-19 
Teall began in a backroom with a ZX80. 

BBC programming tip . . . 
Get BIG lettering the easy way 

Micro dials micro . ween ee 2B2B 
How your computer can speak to others 

‘2X81 special: 211K 

Hours of fun with five pages of programs to type in 

Commodore 64 program .... . .30-31 
‘Type it in and save the nation from atomic waste 
VIC-20 program... . --34 
Makes maths fun for youngsters with a smiling face for a correct 

‘What you've been saying £0 us 

Atari programming ......... .36-37 
Using three unexplored features 

Atom program .........- 
Grab the money and avoid the arrows 

VIC-20 favourites .-- 40a 
The games I've most enjoyed — two pages of reviews 

Spectrum program a3 
‘An eye-catching fruit machine game. Just type it in and place your 
bets 

Ealitor: ‘Advertisement Manager: 
Ron Harris ‘Coleen Pim 
News Editor: Assistant Advertisement Manager: 
Paal Liptrot Barty Bingham 

Managing Director: 
Jim Connell 

"Afgus Specialist Publications Lid_ 
145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE. 01-437 1002 
Hiese Computing Worn poblibed om Toray, Debate by Argan Pret 
Suis and Datrbutoe Li. 1214 Paul Sree, Loodon EC2A 408. Priced by Alabaser Panmore& Secs Lid, of Ledoe and Masstone, Kent, eign and rinanby SIM Design ad Prin 8 Chasing Cros dLoedon WC2H OEE 

BUY THIS SPACE 
To advertise 

your latest products! 
Ring Coleen oF Barry on 
01-437 1002 NOW! 

Continued from Front Cover 
greater chance, on average, of 
later suffering from hears pro: 
blems. 

Dr Carroll said: “We are u 
{ng space invaders to imitate what 
may be happening in other 
stressful situations.” 

‘Volunteers wore electrodes t0 
measure their heart rates and 
‘masks to measure their respira- 
tion, Away from the laboratory 
the electrodes were connected 10 
tiny tape recorders 10. record 
hheart rates in their day-to-day 
lives 

‘Normal heart beat is 70 per 
‘minute. While playing space in 
‘vaders it went up 10 90-100. 

Describing the body's reac 
tion to the game, Mrs Sims said: 

t's like driving a car on busy 
roads or doing some hard study. 
This has to be put against any 
ther risk factor like diet oF 
smoking. 

“The fact of the matter i that 
ft was not necessarily those who 
were addicted to the game who 
hhad a high heart rate, 

“None of them seemed to 
‘mind doing it. The people we 
were testing have been involved in 
‘other projects, 4 this is nothing 
‘unusual for them. 

“They all seemed to have 
been happy’ playing the game. 1 
don’t play very much myself — 1 
don’t find the time.” 

The study, financed by the 
Medical Research Council, is a 
pilot projet due to end in 
November. 

Artic Computing boss 
Richard Turner smiled when he 
heard of the study and said: 
“Does this mean we'll have to 
put a Government health warning 
‘on our cassettes.” 

He said: “The people who 
play our games are usually 
teenagers. Your. averaj 
‘overweight $0-year-old doesn’t 
play space invaderype games. 

“IC might be a strain on the 
heart, but they can take it 

‘And Mark Butler, pariner 
Liverpool software house Im- 
agine, said: “We design an ar- 
cade game so that people's heart 
rates do increase. My heart beats 
fasier when I'm playing football 
— and that’s good for you. 
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HAVEN HARDWARE 
2x ERODUCTS & JUPITER ACE 

THE Burren shoe 378K rn 
MicROWARE, 5 ST PeTER'S 

PHILLIP COPLEY Hil, 7 CLIFFARD COURT. C 
‘TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

2X Edge Connector 2X Spectrom version £3.80 
2x SPECTRUM SOFTWARE CASSETTES 

cease Crd Citak Asomesl FEY fing oos'cos 27 fa o RsAPHONE) 
STOP PRESS! 

2x SPECTRUM npwoutst got, The 

At last — a printer for every Pocket! 

MICROMAX — SPECIAL 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
ONLY £69 + VAT 

SPEED SELECTABLE 
SERIAL OR PARALLEL 
INTERFACES AND CABLES 
AVAILABLE FOR: 
SINCLAIR ZX 81 
SPECTRUM 
VIC... DRAGON ETC . 

UP TO 24 STANDARD OR 
ENHANCED CHARACTERS 
PER LINE... . 

please for details to 30 Lake Street 
TEIGHTON BUZZARD Beds Tel 0525 376600 
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5 CompUropia | 

Campbell Systems, Dept (HC), 
15, Rous Road, Buckhurst Hill 
Essex, IG9 6BL, England, 
‘Telephone: 01-504-0589 

3 NOW IN STOCK 

BBG 
GS DRAGON @ 

32K 

Arcadians Word Processor 

Planetoids Mailing List 
Snapper Stock Control 
Monsters Planet Invasion 

Jumbo Invaders Revenge 

A vast selection of cassettes, 

cartridges and joysticks for both 

computers 
and PRINTERS from £235 

High St. ‘Sutton, Surrey SMI INX 01 661 



(Continued from Front Cover 
data. The mos reliable is to tape 
it onto a cassette recorder radio. 
‘This means the volume can be 
adjusted when the program is 
loaded into the computer. A se- 
cond method is to connect the 
radio directly to the computer. 

In this way listeners can see 
the program on screen as itis be- 
ing discussed in the studio. 

Longer programs, starting 
withthe Newbrain and the Epson 
HX-20, will be broadcast after 
the station's 1am closedown 10 
$.4Sam, 

Radio stations are obliged 10 
broadcast a steady tone during 
non-programme hours. Every 15 

West's studio. 
out an identification message. 
‘The data is simply being added 10 
this. 

Edwin, who broadcasts. as 
Zone, said: "Micro. enthusiasts 
fare well known for burning the 

ol.” 
‘Tim and Edwin believe itis 

the first time in Britain that radio 
hhas been regularly used 0 
transmit programs. 

Why does Edwin use the 
name Zorte? He explained. 
“When 1 first arived here I was 
in motorcycle gear and they 
thought | looked like an alien, so 
they called me Zorte from the 
planet Oje — an anagram of Joe 
Tozes. Some people call me 
Joe.” 

Radio West broadcasts on 
238m (1260KHz) medium wave 
and 96.3 VHF. According to 
Edwin, its medium wave signal, 
transmitted from Mangotsfield, 
north of Bristol, can be received 
in a 4O-mile radius, and the FM 
signal, which comes from 
Daudney Hill, south of Bristol, 
covers a 2S-mile radius. 

Strangely, they have found 
‘data reception is more reliable on 
medium wave. Datarama goes 
‘out on Monday nights at 
7.3048pm. 

BBC Television's series 
Making the Most of the Micro 
also transmitted a program last 
night, “It will be broadcast again 
when the programme is repeated 
con Sunday at 12.35pm. 

Radio West, P.O. Box 963, 
Watershed, Canon’s Road, 
Bristol BS99 7SN. Send @ 
stamped addressed envelope. 

Latest official sales figures for 
monthly computer magazines 
show that two have lost readers 
‘and two have chalked up gains, 

‘Computing Today, at $3,138, 
is up by 3,088 and Personal Com- 

‘Type A jack plug — perfectly safe grip puter World (85,105) has gained 

‘Type B jack plug — 
surface with no grip 

Big response 
to call-back 

‘Sinclair's appeal for faulty Spec 
‘trum power supplies to be return- 
ed has brought a massive 
response. 

“Our production director is 
confident Ihe will get them all 

fingers crossed, there doesn't 
seem to have’ been any ac 
dents.” 

“The appeal went out after a 
batch of 28,000 power supplies 
sold with Spectrums and made by 
sub-contractors were found 10 
hhave faulty cables which, under 
some circumstances, could be 
dangerous." 

Half were returned from 
stocks held by retailers and 
Sinclair and a personal letter 
from Clive Sinclair went 10 mail 
order customers. 

‘A. spokesman said: “They 
seem to be coming back fast — 
people are responding very quick- 
ly. They are getting their 
replacements in seven to 10 days 

“The only problem we are’ 
having is that the special address 
we have given is for returned 
power supplies only, not for 
‘other mai.” 

‘The problem is only with 
Spectrums bought between 
January 1 and up to three weeks 
‘ago and only if the lad between 
the power supply and the com- 
puter is black with a white tripe. 

‘And. it only affects. power 
supplies with a smooth-surfaced 

18,563 sales. 
‘The two which have lost 

culation are Practical Computing 
(49,052), which is down by 
11,720, and_ Your Computer 
(72,875), 11,375 less 

‘The most recent 
‘checked by the Audit 

i Circulations, are for the six mon- 
ths to December and are com- 
‘pared with the same six months in 
1981. 

potentially dangerous ‘Your Computers sales figure 
{is compared with its first, ABC 

— not textured — finger-grip on | rating, forthe six months to June 
the jack plug. 1982. Its rival, Personal Com 

Sinclair says anyone in any | puting Today, has a first ABC 
doubt about the type of jack plug | figure of 62,064, 
should return their power supply. | Computing Today and Per- 

‘The address: Sinclair | sonal Computing Today are own- 
Research Lid, Unit F, Broad | ed by the publishers of Home 
Lane, Cottenham,” Cam-| Computing Weekly, Argus 
bridgeshire, CB4 4SW. Specialist Publications. 

oat of town who had dificly 
Software by | brinch laces poo0s I features software, books| 

post and add-ons forthe Atari 400| London software stockists The | and 800, T1.39/4A, BBC micro, 
Video Palace has started mall | Spectrum, VIC-20. and ‘Com: order operation with the fist of | prodere 64, along. with advice 
its quarterly catalogues, find recommendations and 10 

Managing director Peter | per cont discoum voucher. Stone said he was responding to | The Video Polace, 6.64 Kens- 
postal enquiries and was aiming | ington High Street, London. To give a service 0 people living | yp 

Top Ten programs for the Spectrum 
The Hobbit Sinclair 
Flight Simulation Sinclair 
VU'30 Sinclair 
Time Gate Quicksilve 
Penetrator Melbourne House 
Hungry Horace Sinclair 
Chess Sinclair 
Avenger Abacus 
3-0 Tanx DK Tronics 

10 Escape New Generation 
Compiled by W.H. Smith 

Four years ago 

Among the first computers from the Far East was. 
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U.S. SCENE 

Atari chief to |\ Lou Jan alli favour, 10. 
go it alone He said Centresoft at pre- 

sent had a catalogue of 100 titles 
In a surprise move, Atari chief 
Graham Daubney has quit the 

‘on cassette, disco, ROMs and 
‘cartridges. The company — 

company 10 go into software | which specialises in Atari soft 
sales, ware — imports from America 

and. distributes to the UK and 
Europe. 

Mr Daubney, 28, said 
Centresoft's aim was t0 act 3s 
fier, weeding out "the rubbish” 
to supply retailers only with good 
quality products. He planned to 
expand Centresoit’s range. 

‘Mr Daubney, who was one 
Of four to st up Atari's UK com- 
‘pte operation in April las year, 
resigned as product manager of 
the home computer division. He 
said he had also been asked to be 
European editor of an Atari 
‘magazine, due in the UK in three 
‘months. 

He has bought into 
Birmingham-based Centresoft, 
‘run for nine months by Jeff 
Brown, and one of his frst jobsis 
to open a London office. 

‘Mr Daubney, married with 
year-old daughter, said: "I'm 
Now out in the big wide world. It 
was something I wanted to do in 
about two years, but this was an 

wife Anne for quite a while and 
‘we got together and worked out a 
deal. We got down to the nit 
arity when I got back from the 
‘States in late January. 

“Myself and Atari have 
pparted on good terms. I was very 
sad to leave, but it was an oppor- 

Ceniresoft, 26 Great Combow, 
Halesowen, West Midlands 
sellers with games and education 
totalling two-thirds of software 
sales. Domestic uses added up to 
only six per cent, 

Dads fuel 
micro boom 

‘One home in every 20 has a 
‘microcomputer — and a quarter 
‘of them were sold in December, 
saysanew survey. 

Main buyers are father with 
school-age children. And once 
the micro is at home the main 
users, at 80 per cent, are father 
and son, Wife and daughter add 
‘upto just 11 percent ofthe users, 

The unvder-I8s make up 45 
per cent of users and the 20-50 
‘age group’ accounts for another 
49 per cent. The over-S0s and 
those aged 18-20 seem to have lit- 
tHeinterest. 

The survey, by Gowling 
Marketing Services for the trade 
fortnightly Microscope, was car- 
ried out in January ‘and late 
February and included 2,000 UK 
households. 

It also showed that one-third 
‘of home computers were bought 
in chain store und 19 per cent by 
sail order. 

‘Arcade games were the best- 

Let us know 
If you are in the microcomputer 
business, please let us have your 
news and products to review. 
Contact Paul Liptrot, Home 
‘Computing Weekly, 148 Charing 
Cross Road, London WC2H 
OEE. Phone: 01-437 1002, 

gvarokae Other/don't know 

‘What the machines ae used for 
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Commodore 
attacks on 
home front 

‘Commodore says itis now No.1 insoles of home and personal 
computers — quite an announcement from a company, which, in 
‘my opinion, was a non-state here a year ago. And Commodore 
[pret t wil also be No, 1 in busines computers too by this time 
next year. 

1s new Commodore 64, reported to be sling atthe rate of 
30,000 a month, has been re-lasfied by the company from a per- 
Sonal 10 a home computer, which must mean, by its definition, @ 
‘drop in price 10 below $00 dollars. 

There has, in ft, been a flock of announcements from Com- 
modore 

1's new portable, weighing just 12 tbs, has a builtin Sin 
sereen, halfsce dual S:4in floppy dics. 64K of RAM, a combi- 
nation of Z80 and 8510 processor chips and costs 1,000 dollars for 
the monochrome version. Then there's «speech syhesizr for the 
(64. Ie wses the SAY statement ina similar way 10 PRINT — you 
enclose whatever sto be "spoken" in quotation marks. 
‘Commodore also announced its Model 18 which, not surpis 

ingly, has 128K of RAM and a price of 795 dollars. There’ the 
‘hand-held HC, t00, which can be hooked up 10 a regular TV 
screen, although i comes witha builtin liquid crystal display, and a 
video ouput to drive a monitor. 

‘nthe games department, Commodore talked about its Digi 
‘Drum peripheral that can be connecied 10 ether the 64 oF the VIC- 
20. This nea fo» & @ three pad miniature drum set that allows the 
luser to simulate the sounds of a snare drum, bas drum and high 
‘hat when connected 10 a stereo system. 1's expected to cout about 
the same as game cartridge. 

EREEAEAAEAEE 
{U. you have a Sinclair 1000 (2X81 10 you) and are wondering what 
elie you can do with it, wonder no longer. The Watchmaker’s 
‘Guidebook to the Tamex/Sinclair Computers is available by mail 
‘order from TSG Enterprises. 

{tists about 120 software supplies and 50 hardware manufac- 
‘turers and other useful information such as usergroups, books and 
‘articles which may be helpful. 
‘A chapter offers help on writing BASIC programs, Written by 

peter Beck, the plan is to update the book quarterly. 
‘Send 3.95 dollars (an international money order is best) plus 

shipping and handling charge to TSG Enterprises, Guidebook, 54 
Richwood Place, Denville, Nevw Jersey 07834. Shipping and handl- 
ing isa dollar inthe U.S. Add more for the UK, or ask TSG. 

RE EAEAEEAEE 
1's important to have a sense of humour in this business. The 

First rock 'n’ roll video game has been brought out by Dura Axe, of 
‘Campbell, California. 

“Available only for the Atari 2600 video game player, it’s called 
Journey Escape and stars the rock band Journey. It's basically your 
Juundamental day in the life of a rock star game. In order to win you 
‘have to Ret sour group past hordes of groupies and assorted other 
“drawbacks” of life in the R & R fast lane. 

‘Only in California. 

Bud Fen 
Fairfield, California 



SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

A colou 
money 

An eye-catching 
fruit machine 
game for the 
Spectrum, 
written 
by Clyde Bish 

My frat machine progam as vel toa mgood sone Perfo hur fe ten for oe Spectrom mnakeseyecatching se of the Colour an papi aces Wine $40 paula in teresting te, uses abe SCREENS functon n'a nay | __The program aslined gs sex menoned in ibe hasscl | a pol of soout ip perrck | azost for win in Bes 2 tui the ECC arable | "Tas canbe esd o | 38 andy haga sof END i ne a of the ZX81 decreased by altering either the 

Rint TABS? FLASH a; PAPER 

4 3. PRINT AT 19,23;"PAY OUT 10P 

PAUSE 100 60 TO 6035 
a$="2" THEN GO TO 700 

PRINT AT aSyaa; "PAY OUT 15p 

co. To 639 FOR i=3_TO_70 PRINT AT 19,13; "JACKPOT": 
PRINT AT 29/13)" NEXT i 
PRINT AT 29,24;"PAY OUT Sep 
go To 630 
For i=3-TO 25 STEP 4 
PRINT AT d.i7 FLASH 1; PAPE 

PAUSE 10 
9 IF INKEY$<>"" THEN GO TO 40 

PRINT AT 19,5; "HARD LUCK! 
AGAIN? 
PAUSE FOR 3 PRINT AT 

425 FOR +f; INT (RND® 

SCREENS (8,14 
(3,46): LET ¢ 

Ler SCREEN xi 
2 IF aScob AND Bécrcs AND as PRINT AT 48,97 INK 9/ "PRESS FedtSo°Fo"NBo8 TPN SSS 

3 
“358 
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ONE MAN'S VIEW 
taking its products — with more 
coming in — and moving 10 Bug-Byte Repeal coenl iteoen 

stops mail- My. Tumover as Em order sales Sono k ac en pat LLiverpool-based Bug-Byte, with 
claimed sales of 30,000 software 
‘easettey a month, has halted 
‘mail order operation — and has 
six new releases out soon, 

‘And Tony Baden revealed 
«he and partner Tony Mil 
are linking up with to others 

to open a tape duplicating plant. 
Mr Baden, 23, said "lt wil 

The new releases, priced at 
£7.50 to £9.50, are Space 
Invaders, Galaxy Wars, City 
Defence and a music synthesizer, 
all for the BBC micro, and an 
adventure game, The Castle, for 
the Oric-1 and the Spectrum. The 
first four are due out in a fort 
hight with the adventure game 
due two wocks later, 

Tony Baden said Bug-Byte had 
10 regular freelance programmers 
who each eared 10 percent of 

wholesale price, or a lump 
‘sum of around £2,000 

He said: “The difficuly is 
Finding the good programmers. 
We don’t want the average — We 
are_continually improving our 
standards. Good programming is 
de 10 self-motivation, 1 don’t 

it’s down to education 
“We get a lot of good pro: 

grams sent in for the BBC 
‘machine but not for the Spec 
trum, It seems people who are 
good at programming buy the 
BBC micro," 

Explaining the «1 
mail order, he said that over the 
last six months demand for 
‘otders by post had fell by $0 per 
cent, yet dealer sales were up by 
300 pereent." 

The limiting factor was the 
rate at which cassettes could be 
copied — one duplicating com: 
pany wanted eight weeks but 
Bug-Byte needed a two-neck 
tw-tound, This le to the des: 
sion 10 open their own plant 

Bug:Byte began three years 
ago with five 1K programs for the 
ZX80 priced at &2 
classified advert 

Now, said Mr Baden, the 
parinctsip sold 30,000 cassettes 
month from a catalogue of 
‘about 40 tiles, had 220 dealers 

‘Bug-Biyte Software, Freepost, 
Liverpool L3 3B 
‘something ike the woo! chops in 
some W. H. Smith branches, and 
staffed by people trained at the 
company’s Didcot college. 

‘Me Binnie is one of four W 
Smith merchandise con: 

rollers, each of them responsible 
for a segment of the stores’ pro- 
duct range. 

He said: “We have had 
problems over the stock of some 
Of the leading software titles. 

“The problem is the 
duplicating capacity in the UK. 
‘Our orders were using most off 
and still leaving us out of stock. 

i sales are in the hun- 
dreds of thousand 

He said: the fastest 
growing area of our business, a 
‘phenomenon all ofits own. How 
‘will it endure? It will continue 10 
‘grow for a long time. 

“There will be two years of 
the present growth, the figutes 
are quite extraordinary. There are 
projections of Vm computer = 

et shops-within-stores 
are being opened by W. H.| 4 
‘Smith, And it has ordered Oric-1s 
and Commodore 645 10 add t0 its 
‘Sinclair micros 

Merchandise controller 
Stewart Binnie said three stores 
= one large, one medium and 
‘one small — had been chosen for 
pilot computer shops before 
‘more were opened. 

‘AL present, W. H. Smith 
sells $,000 Spectrums a week. 
Commodore 616 and 48K Oric: 
1, plus BBC micro software, are 
planned to go on sale next 
‘month. 

Mr Binnie said: “We don’t 
take machines unless the software 
is available, We are now in the 
‘happy situation where the major 
software houses start writing pro- 
‘grams when they know we are 
‘Boing to stock the machine.”> 

‘Altogether £Sm-£10m was 
being spent on the computer sie 
Of the business this year, most of 
it on computers. 

The. shops-within-stores 
would be a distinctive area, 

“He did not betieve that rate 
would be sustained after two 

W. H. Smith, 10 New Fetter 
Lane, London EC4 
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et out of the 
cupboard, 
micro snobs 
Why do the computer snobs knock poor old Uncle Clive? Having 
[et announced that his company has successfully sold ils ane 
‘millionth computer, surely they must accept him by now? 

After much experience along the long and winding rowd of 
hobby electronics, in which Clive Sinclair had brief forays into hi-fi, 

ease orp aro’ oe noe seve 98) r ‘on the computer scene 
pie 210, Wi cel eons “how am avon ro. 
‘duce & personal computer for under £1007", Clive Sinclair was 
‘relegated 10 the position of an inexperienced entrepreneur in a very 
sgrosup ond sophisicated market dominated by PETs, Apples 

would disagree thar the ZX80 was very much 10 test 
ower end af the computer market — but that argument could 

‘hardly be levelled at the ZX81. Realising the successful tral blazed 
with the ZX80, Sinclair Research wwe quick 0 introduce the ‘$1. 
‘The price was. an obvious winner, but had other finer qualities, 
100. 
OF course it had its bad points — the cassette LOAD and 

SAVE left « lot 10 be desired, the Keyboard was difficult 10 weap 
[your fingers round and the rectuced component count made the 
‘machitre unnecessarily complex. But it sold. And, more important 
‘ty, isd 10 the generations, old and young, that had set 10 be 
“threatened” by computing. t made the inaccessible accesible 10 

‘anyone who hod under £100, 

With the ZX Specrunn, the frst whisperings of praise were 
Acard in the more “serious” computer mapazines. Hard biten 

‘So, could it be that Clive has ousted all the computer snobs 
| Sroon their closets? Well, maybe not ith the Spectrum, but 1 sup 
‘Bose thar the "2X83" might just cut the ice fand no, I don’t know. 
‘anything more than it name). Take a look ar all the 
Iresh foces in the “under £100" computer market, and you'll see 
“Clive Sinclair" ‘on them — which, when you consider 
‘what Clive has done for the personal micro, might Wot be such a 
bod thing. “And what do I1hink of the Sinclair range of computers? Well, 
{climbed out of the computer snobbery cupboard a lone time uso. 
“Anyone who can induce computer programming hysteria in @ nd- 
thom of kids tfrom seven years old to 70) must be ether a very luck 
‘man oF a genias. 
UF Lever find oun which, soul be the frst 0 know. 

Roger Munford 
Deputy Editor, ZX Computing 
(© What makes you angry — delighted — about the micro matket, 
Mardware or software? We welcome contributions for this week col. 
‘umn. Send them 10: Opinion, Home Computing Weekly. 145 Charing Gross Road, London WC2H OEE. Please inchide your oscupation and 
‘your interes im computing. 



Push your Sinclair to the limit 
ZX81/SPECTRUM UTILITIES 

INVASION FORCE (16484) eas pees roe Cope 
XAT [ites through the force tela ‘string cing aed restacemen E58 
new todestroy the menacing spec sua NEY crane Soundeess}? Two f S25522 nnecowtotand amnesia ieecleclbioy normal or” I tayout Sx Specton tas Seal Pul colour bua Sound and es graphics. £495 RSS echns cose ot and iesnemblr Minar Cryo Dt mse = spec invavens 1400 EAN. SES dosate MAN een 
—— speed classic ‘games incorporate Nrescluton pephics and found to bring you he best In arcade tsctlon at ony £4.96 each 

A tn ereeina 2 n) iy segonslertains oa 1S 1 NEW, fopicross thecangerous ff Sar'uthnes NESE ick traci tetetato 
wis wot tore gun bate range! declan wage" pure ice isms e458 

NANTIR RAIDERS (22%) EAN Hatspena si con EWN rere nin ur 
Separate groups of attackers, 
E05. 

THE ULTIMATE ADVENTURE FORTHE SPECTRUM Srectmon/ 2a ony £998 MICRO CHESS 

DON'T MISS 
YOUR CHANCE TO WIN 

iC ARTIC COMPU 
’ 396 JAMES RECKITT AVENUE, 
HULL, N. HUMBERSIDE, 
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Youngsters’ 
programs 

A new company, Schoolsoft, 
hhas been formed with the aim of 
producing software for infant 
and junior schoolchildren to 
run on the BBC model B micro. 

The first cight programs, 
costing £5-£10, cover 
arithmetic, British Isles 
geography, “handwriting and 
colour sequences, 

Schoolsoft, 19 Shadwell Grove, 
Radcliffe-on-Trent, Notting 
ham, 

Words for 
the Epson 

Kuma. Computers has brousht 
out a. Word price dalgaed 
for the tiny ‘primer bul io 
Epvon's HX 20 smal computer 

itis cal Desk Master 2 
Firefly cycles | P=. vio ‘athe is an| From tet: Ptr tan and Mark | and comes on the microti dlectomicy engineer, said: “On tod by the HXC20 and priced at TO SUCCESS [ie Friday before the ZX| homework now. Our physics | {3578 Keats connie a Microfai was up unt lam tap- | teachers have got Sposrums so | or mcgh amit sas Hi easy to 
Three sixth-formers wrote Spec- | ing my program onto cassettes I] we gave them copies of the | documents on a full-size external trum program inter bedrooms | boul from W.H, Sith for 50p| programs.” —_ tnd ended up wit E170 pro | each” 
ind tow they ee tng. a] The thre hope they wal| Fefy Saftwore, Sumit, | Kume Computer, 11 York 
marke deal expected to carn | make enough money to allow | Heath Ride, Wokingham, Berks | Road, Maidenhead, Berks SLO 
thom much ave them to take year off Betteen | RIT 3ON 150. 

Firefly Sofware is pariner-| school and furher education 10 
thip of tan Macy, 17, and | etblsh Feely asa profesional 
Tyearokis Mark Harman ane | concen Shelve your micro 
Pater Aked, who. ve widin | The Miroir was the fit 
Cena cance ofeach teri | See te progrins hd bee ox 
Berkshit sale — two games, Androids and 

The idea came to them after | Sword Fight at £4.95, and a col: 
they had seen commercially wrt-| lection of educational programs 
ten programs. Jan, whose father | on one tape, priced at £3. All run 
works for the Meteorolo fn the 16K Spectra 
fice in Bracknell said: " They took £227.90 and 
sure we could do better. made £170 profit after deducting 

lan raised the money he| the hire of their show table, 
needed with part-time work | £40.20, and other expenses, 
creosoteing a fence and Peter was | And they reckon they could 
a spare-time labourer. They | have sold even more — if they 
began work, learning machine | had more to sell and if they had 
code from books, last summer. | been able to take a colour TV to 
Mark, who bought his 16K Spec- | the show. The only television they 
trum from a school friend, joined | had on their table was black and 
them at Christmas, So they put up a large sign 

Transport for this bedroom the programs really were in 
industry was. byes — they inches by 19 inches, slides cycled fo cach others homes with | In all they had 16 offers wipe se oe Tes cope 
Spectrums hanging trom the | from shops, which wanted to buy : menue 28 thes by 15 
handlebars. batches Of 20 t0 30, ad. from a pesunite 

All three are each studying | distributors. They included a | Keep your micro tidy, say the |” ‘The company says that the for A-levels in the sixth form of a| Dane, a South African, a Belgian | people at Zygon Products who | stand, provided with cable ties, Wokingham comprehensive | — and a Spaniard who tried to | have produced this specially | has been designed to suit rnost School. lan said: “Our parents | negotiate through an interpreter. | designed stand for use at home. | home computers, Soon the basic thought we were doing too much, | Mark said: ‘I'm coming to | Costing £65.50, it is made | stand will be extendable to take ‘but we think we can get by. They | terms with the fact that we may | from square ste! tubing finished | additional units were a bit stunned when we | be going somewhere, but I'm try | in black with shelves in sver-grey famed 30 much money. We ing not to build up our hopes. |} or teak laminate and is mounted | Zygon Products, 9 Sheredes 
thought we might get enough to} “Our teachers are starting to | on castors. Drive, Broxbourne, Herts 
buy a printer.” tbe more sympathetic about late |The lower shelf, measuring | ENI/'8LH. 
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SENSIBLY PRICED ATARI 
SOFTWARE NOW AVAILABLE™ 

a 4400/8006) “ FROM TITAN 

TRAPPED IN THE MAZE 
OF DEATH THE 
VENOMOUS MISSILE 
Is ON YOUR PATH 
THERE'S NO HIDING. 

Onty es 

PACE WARS/BATTLE ZONE GROUND FORCE Sinclair 

ZX Spectrum 

_ORIC & JUPITER ACE SOFTWARE 
OR PHONE FOR DETAILS 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

PROGRAMS 
THE COMPUTER PALACE RKET PLACE 
CHIPPENHAM, WILTSHIRE SN15 3HU 



COMPETITION 

Must be won: 

Spectrums 

nn ES £2500 
eee in software 

‘We have got together with leading 

These are the prizes: 1 
Entry coupon No.2 This must only be sent with coupons from issues 1 

+ Fifteen 48K ZX Spectrum, each with a printer and three programs | and 3 I 
from Sincair’s range. Each of these prize packages is worth £250, 

1 How many stars for Mastermind? + Software worth £2,500 from Quickslva. Make your choice from a 
range of 39 prog the Spectrum, VIC 1, BBC, Dragon | 3 wha did Alan Laird write? 
‘and Atari, This total is divided into 100 vouchers of £25 each, 

3 Program 14° name sin the coupon. Allof |g How much profit on the fruit machine of Home Computing 

respondence will be entered into, sige H 

$ What does Peter Tootill run? 
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‘No-one beats 
our prices’ 

Melvin Beresford, whose com- 
pany is bringing out a 16K RAM 
pack for the Jupiter Ace next 
‘month, has made this promise: 
“IF someone comes out with one 
that’s cheaper we'll cut our pre. 
‘And that applies to all our pro- 
ducts.” 

Mr Beresford, 27, chairman 
and managing ‘director of 
‘Cheetah Marketing, expects his 
£24.95 Jupiter Ace RAM pack 
be ready by April or befor. 

He said: “I think it will be 
the first — and certainly the 

kept prices down 
by paying his sub-contractor's 
tooling costs of £4,000 to £5,000 
for the casing and by using 
automated production, Some 
‘companies, he said, bought 
ready-made cases: his were 
specially designed forthe job. 

‘At present Cheetah sells two 
RAM packs forthe 2X81 — 16K 
for £19.75 and 64K at £44.75 

He is hoping for an Apel 
launch for a 32K RAM pack for 
the Spectrum at around £30, 
Which would mean customers 
‘could add it to a 16K Spectrum 
(£125) and get a 48K model at £20 
less 

Cheetah Marketing is Mr 
Beresford, his wife Lesley, 26, 
land the company secretary, two 
sales staff and a marketing ex- 
ecutive. Mr Beresford, formerly 
in production in an electronics 
company, formed Cheetah four 
‘months ago. 
Cheetah Marketing, 359 The 
‘Strand, London W2R OHS. 

New for 
the BBC 

BUC software specialists Acorn 
sort has five new games to launch 
this month, 

‘And one of them, according 
to. managing director David 
Johnson-Davies, has beaten 
everyone at the company. 

‘Al five are priced at £9.95) 
and fun on the BBC model B. 

They are: Snooker, a 1wo- 
player game including ‘features 
Tike top and bottom spin, Missile 
Base, Starship Command and 
Draughts/Reversi, which use 
joysticks, and an adventure 
‘game, Countdown to Doom, 

Tt is Draughts/Reversi_of| 
which Mr Johnson-Davies sai: 
's beaten everyone here, 

He also said Starship Com: 
‘mand was totally original: “The 
attacking ships behave in an in- 
tellgent way — they gang up on 

Castle of Riddles, an adven: 
ture game relased last month, in 
chides a £3,000 competition for 
Which the closing date is March 
3. 
Acornsofi. 44 Market Hil, 
Cambridge CB2 3NJ. 

Computer 

talk in the 
nursery 

Just for children, Electroplay has 
introduced a £50 micro called My 
Talking Computer. 

thas just 30 one-word keys, 
its own small colour display 
sereen, runs on batteries or mains 
power and has plugin program 
‘modules with names lke Spelling, 
Music and Languages, 

leetroplay says it has been 
designed as a child's first com- 
puter and is suitable for 
Youngsters of three and upwards. 
It says “hello” when tuned on 
land then the child presses keys as 
instructed, 

In a chawvinist announce: 
ment, the company says itis 
computer for kids and 
mothers... mothers will not feel 
they have to be computer boffins 

feel at ease with itor use it with 
ther children.” 

Electroplay, producers of 
Pass Me, “the first talking elec- 
tronic game”, says that My Talk- 
ing Computer has attracted 
‘orders of more than 25,000 from 
‘America and potential larger 
‘orders for France. 

“The company says My Talk- 
ing Computer was designed and 
assembled in England, 
Exectroplay, fst floor, 93 High 
Sureet, Esher, Surrey KYI0 9QA 

What Katy did for Dad 

Lew Graham and daughter Katy — facing up to programming 
Katy Graham, a 14-year-old 
schoolgirl, loves making faces 
for her dad. 

She designed the faces on 
two of Lew Graham's programs 
for children of four-six — a grin 
for a grimace on one and an 
alien with meaningful antennae 
‘on another 

Mr Graham, who runs 
Cottage Software with his wife 
Margaret, is a maths teacher at 
«a comprehensive school and has 
an engineering degree. 

He said: “Katy has been 
very useful at finding bugs. She 
<designed the faces which appear 
fas rewards when children get 
the answers right. 1 think it’s 
important that a child gets a pat 
‘on the back 

Katy, who is studying for 
O-tevels, said: “He kept mak: 
ing a fuss about the shape of the 
faces 

Isn't it unusual for a girl 10 
be writing programs? Katy said 
firmly: “I think it’s totally 
irrelevant whether you're a git] 
‘or a boy. 1 just enjoy it.”” 

Now Katy, who has a 
brother, Andrew, aged 11, and 
a four-year-old sister, Ruth, has 
‘written a program for herself 10 
help with her Latin declensions. 

Mr Graham set up his part- 
time business six months ago 
and now has four educational 
cassettes, each with two pro- 
grams, and a fruit machine 
game on sale, all for the 
BBC micro, 

Would be eventually have 
to make it a fulltime job? He 
said: “I would not like to be out 
Of teaching entirely because it 
keeps you in touch, 

“1 write the programs in 
the living room. When the fami- 
ly want to watch TV they have 

to use the black and white set in 
the kitchen. 

Mr Graham's latest pro- 
rams are Elem-Add aid Elem= 

Sub, both on the same cassette 
for £7.50, 

Cottage Software, Heather Cot- 
tage, Selly Hill, Whithy, North 
Yorkshire 

New calc for 
Spectrum 

Chartered accountant David. 
Robinson has brought out a 
£9.98 Spreadsheet program for 
the 48K Spectrum, called Flexi 
cale 

He says these features: 
distinguish it from the others 
user control over the number of 
rows and columns, formulae 
can be changed at any time, full 
‘manual designed for first-time 
tusers, on-screen prompting of 
commands and full maths 

spability, not just add, sub 
vide and multiply. 
Robinson, 33, who 

runs Saxon Computing part- 
time with his wife Denise from 
their home on Humberside, 
said: “I wrote it for myself to 
use originally."” 

Mr and. Mrs Robinson, 
who have children of six and 
‘ight, formed Saxon as partners 
Ti months ago. 

They are soon 10 put on 
sale consolidation and report 
generator modules, at £6.95 for 
the two on one tape, which will 
work with Flexicale-generated 
files. 

Saxon Computing, 3 St 
Catherines Drive, Leconfield, 
Beverly, Humberside. 
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A NEW SERIES FOR 
FIRST TIME 

“Learning to Use” is a new series 
of books which introduces 
newcomers to the most widely 
used micros in the marketplace. 

The books assume absolutely 
no knowledge about computers 
and the reader is shown even the 
most fundamental operations 
such as “switching on” and 
“loading a program”. The books 
lead the reader through simple 
programming and then on to 
graphics, with several programs 
which show how to’achieve 
pictures and even animation! 
The user-friendly approach is 

consistent throughout the text — 
not only are program listings 
clearly shown, but in many cases, 
a photograph is included to show 
what the program looks like when 
actually loaded and run! 

All books in the series are £5.95 
Gower (incl. postage). 

\< 

r-4 

To be published ' 
April-June 1983 , 

Learning to Use the Apple INIIE 
Computer (April) 
Learning to Use the Oric 1 
Computer (April) 
Learning to Use the Commodore 
64 Computer (May) 
Learning to Use the T199'4a 
Computer (May) 
Learning to Use the Lynx 
Computer (June) 

READ-OUT 

Ordér Form to: READ-OUT BOOKS AND SOFTWARE 
{8 CAMP ROAD, FARNBOROUGH, HANTS, GU246EW. J 
24 Hour Answering Service, Telephone 0252 5103312 

Name. 
Agaress 

Mate creques payabie 
to Newtech Pushing Lt erctoue my cheque for £ 
Plesse debt my Access Sioned 
somber (TTT TE LEE ELLEII TT oe = La) 
ROW AVAILABLE 
Preasesendme 
tS 95 each 

copyiies CllmiagtinaterEt Camper [)Lunig Unite V2 Conptr 
~ Lee ne BC Meonconpae Lrg le Be Compt 
Smeg tieteciSperam Leg UeeDrgees? 

Tobe published Please reserve for me, nd send to me on publication my copyies of 
(gee de aang tee TA 
ig eee mene tbe 

ag Beaman f 
iat 5 BS each 

(inet post & packing) 
r 
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Richard Abbott — importing 
{wo new computers 
Texet, best known for its pocket 
calculators, Is challenging 
Sinclair's Spectrum with a Hong 
Kong import. 

‘Called the VZ200, it wil be 
fon sale here 
Menzies, Texet’s owners, and, 
through importers Leisure-Zone, 
{n stores lke the House of Fraser 
group. 

Texet will be calling it the 
TX8000 — it has 8K of RAM. 
Price will be £98, but this may 
well be discounted by some 

comes with a rubberstke 
keyboard, BASIC, eight sereen 
colours, ‘single-key commands, 
user-defined graphics and a range 
(of add-ons, some to follow later. 

They will include a plugin 
16K RAM module at £39.95 
with GIK later at £49.95, a 
joystick for £14.95, light pen and 
‘8 £99 printer. A Centronicstype 
adaptor is also due. Texet will 
fo be offering a monitor made 
in Taiwan, 

Leisure-Zone managing 
director Richard Abbott said 
three software houses were 
writing for it and 40 programs 
would be available at launch, in 
cluding games, educational, 
home, small business, scientific 
and technical. There would also 
be a simple spreadsheet. 

He said: 1 think its market 

More micros on the way 

by Sinclair — the hobbyist, the 
‘and the enthusiast. It's 

for someone upgrading from the 
ZXB1_ who can’t afford a Spee 

Leisure-Zone is also import 
ing another computer, called the 
‘Creativsion, also from Hong 
Kong and made by the same 
company. Modular in design, it 
will cost £99.95, is aimed at the 
whole family and will ean 2200 
software 

(A caste recorder at £39.95 
— it will not work with others 
plugs into the side and so do 
memory modules of 16K, at 
139.95, and 64K. A floppy disc 
drive and acoustic coupler are 
due later. Joysticks will cost 
£19.95. 

A Sinclair spokesman said: 
“We concede that there is room 
for newcomers ina growing 
‘market, Our share ofthat market 
may decline but our sales wil 

“We have yet 10 see a 
serious head-to-head challenger 
‘materialise against us.” 

© Texet’s proud claim is to have 
brought out, in 1971, the first 
pocket calculator — three weeks 
before Sinclair. Mr McCormack 
said: “We wil send a writ to 
anyone who says differently 
Leisure-Zone, The Old 
‘Malthouse, § The Broadway, 
(Old Amersham, Bucks HP? 
OHL. Texet, Texet House, Earl 
Road, Commercial Avenue, 
‘Stanley Green Industrial 
Estate, Cheadle Home, 
Cheshire SKS OPT. 

More 
Dragons on 
the way 

Experts are already at work on 
a replacement for the best- 
selling Dragon 32, just seven 
months after the launch 

It is one of several projects 

being tackled by Dragon Data’s 
T6strong. technical develop- 
ment department at the com 
pany's new Port Talbot plant. 

But sales boss Richard 
Wadman, 44, said: “I see the 
Dragon 32 lasting for some con- 
siderable time — I wouldn't be 
surprised if we were sill selling 
it in 1988. 

When we bring out a 
replacement depends on what 
the opposition does and the way 
the market goes. 

‘We've got to consider a 
machine to come for the bot 
tom end of the market and 
that's on the drawing board.”” 

Dragon Data's 138 workers 
are now turning out 20,000 
micros a week and 53,000 have 
been sold since August. Mr 
‘Wasman reckons they need to 
produce 30,000 a month to keep 
‘up with demand. 

He said: "Demand is grow 
{ng all the time. There's going 
to be a struggle forall computer 
‘manufacturers to satisfy de- 
mand in the next couple of 

“Most of our purchasers 
are first-time buyers, with a few 
trade-ups, s0 we seem to be pro- 
ducing a iot of new business. 

‘Soon the micro will take 
its place in the home like the TV 
OF the hi-fi. The requirement of 
the user will be heavily software 
biased. They will require it t0 
do something for them so we 
‘need more plug-in facilities, like 
electronic shopping, banking 
and databases. 

"m not happy with the 
amount of software at present 
but we are improving our range 
quite rapidly in the next few 
months. After all, we only 
started in August.”” 

Dragon Data's logo reflects its 
‘Welsh background 

Mr Wadman, a bearded ex- 
lecturer in statistical com- 
puting, said: “We are now 
beginning to establish a healthy 
export market in Europe. 

‘We are also negotiating 
with people in the States. We 
have been talking to a large 
distributor and manufacturers. 

1 would prefer to make it here 
for export, but there are price 
advantages in having it made 
uunder licence. 

“These are the products 
Dragon Data already has lined 
up: 
© A dise drive at £250-£275 10 
bbe launched next month. One 
drive with controller will have a 
Slain single-sided 250K floppy: 
‘And there will be space in the 
same box for a second drive, 
costing around £200. Other 
companies are also bringing out 
dise drives for the Dragon, 

— 

Dragon 32 — ".,. still selling 
in 1988" 

© A.£25 tape recorder, brought 
in and specially adapted. Due 
for release at the end of next 
‘month, Mr Wadman said it was 
being marketed following de- 
mand, 
© Boards with 64K of RAM 
and a multi-tasking disc 
‘operating system, called OS9, 
also next month 
@ A new model for more 
serious users called the Dragon 
128, priced at around £400 and 
for launch in August 
‘© A op-range model, designed 
as.a system and costing between 
£1,200 and £2,000. This will be 
for the professional user and is 
scheduled for September or 
October. 
‘© Two graphics printers, using 
din paper for 40 columns and 
8in rolls for 80 columns, costing 
‘about £150 and using tiny bal- 
point colour pens, A release 
date has not yet been set. 
Dragon is forecasting a tur- 
rover of £35m-£45m this year, 
with profits of £3m-£4m, which 
‘would make it one of the UK's 
biggest micro companies, Turn- 
‘over to the end of December 
was £3m, giving a profit of 
£200,000 to £300,000. 

Dragon Data, Kenfig Industrial 
Estate, Margan, Port Talbot, 
West Glamorgan SA13 2PE. 
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Colour print at a budget 
This attractive little printer, 
which arrives well packed in 
polystyrene, measures just 
'8¥4in square and 3in high at its 
‘maximum. But you get a lot of 
value for your £149. 

‘There should be no pro: 
blems connecting it to a wide 
range of micros with standard 
parallel or serial outputs. One 
dealer told me the printer, cal: 
ced the CGP-115 by makers Tan. 
dy, was very popular with BBC 

Setting up is easy. All 
that's needed is a mains plug for 
the separate power supply and 
the appropriate cable to con 
rect the printer to the com- 
puter 

To get the printer going 
you have to set switches to 
Select the relevant input — 
setlal of Centronics parallel — 
the default for 40 or 80 
characters per line and load the 
44¥4in paper roll and pens. 

‘A toll of paper and six 
special ballpoint pens, three 
black and one each of red, 
‘green and blue, are included. 

Al this is’ straightforward 
fand well explained in the 
40-page manual which is sup- 
plied. 

‘When you switeh 
—= 
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draw four 

sure that 

command 

i the pen tobe moved from point 
to poim with or without drawing ane. The destinations specified 
by siving displacements, either 
relative (from the present loca 

‘on it makes an alarming buzzing | value of 80 or 
three or four seconds. | 49 characters per 

This had me rushing line under softwar 
control. The range 

{a was about to go up in smoke. | js from 80 to produce 
Fortunately itis just part of | leters which, although 

fits start-up routine. | assume itis | only about Imm high, are 
vibrating the pens to help them to | still quite easy to read, to 
start quickly ‘one, Yes, Ido mean one 

The next thing it does is to | character per line 
little boxes, one in each | The characters for 

ofthe four colours. Having made | eac size of output ae all in 
‘everything is working | the same proportion, so that 

properly the printer is now ready | a8 the number per tine 
for use. Using the printer for text | decreases, the height of the 
{s easy. The output is simply sent | characters increases. This is 
to the printer using the normal different to the normal method 

for your computer | Of working for dot matrix 
CLPRINT" on the TRS80), | Printers which normally double 
The number of characters per line | the width of characters but ke<p 
can be varied from the default | the height the same, 3 printer | ae Plotting is controlled by a 

series of commands that enable 



tion), or absolute (ffem the cur- 
rently defined origi). 

The manual explains each 
‘command well, but theres a lack 
of more advanced examples, 
especially in the use of variables 
to specify the various actions the 
printer should take. This is a pity 
as it willbe the basis of most of 
the work that the printer will 
undertake 

‘A few simple examples, such 
ashow (0 draw a circle, or some 
seometric patterns. would_have 
been very helpful expecially 10 
the non-mathematical wer 

There ia very nice program 
in the manual that draws apie 
chart, and colours in the sector, 
and also produces sine and cosine 
curves. However, it contains a 
couple of bugs, and a lot more 
REMarks would have made it 
much clearer which sections of 
the program are carrying out the 
various actions. 

Nevertheless, this program 
will amply reward careful study 
‘with a numberof hint on how 19 
tse the printers capabilites. Ie is 
easy to ouput text whit in 
‘raphics mode, and the text can 
ako be printed sideways... oF 

Qh nsze (4+, - 

[SS 
Ca-8 

SOFTWARE FROM 
MR. CHIP 

For the unexpanded VIC 20 
QUACKERS Step right up, and welcome to the 
shooting gallery... £9.99 
KRELL Defend the poor Zymwatis from the evil 
‘Tharg, but can you fend off his guardians. ..£9.99 
CORBIS Defend your Uranium fuel dumps, from in- 
vading Zylons by laying spacemines in their path 

£9.99 
GALACTIC CROSSFIRE Deadly Sligon phiasers are 
above and below, firing at your land-craft. ... .£9,99 
ALIEN SOCCER So you think you can play foot- 
ball? play against the wires alien tam. £9.99 
SPACE PHREEKS Voyage across the Universe and 
face many alien creatures known only as Space 
Phreeks. pe 
ADVENTURE PACK (Contains) Moon Base Al 
‘and Computer Adventure . 1399 
DATAWASE Create your ova custom files 2-27.30 
BANK MANAGER Computerise your bank account 

aah Seg eS 
cHARACTER EDITOR With our own window 
facility —-. 
MC SoFT machine code monitor and disassemble 
any memory size £7.50 

CHEQUES/P.0.'S 
MR. CHIP, Dept HCW, 1 Neville Place, Liandedse Gwynedd 
{L130 381 Te: 0492 49787 
WANTED: GOOD QUALITY SOFTWARE, TOP ROYALTIES. 
PAID 

the printer's main 
drawback for general use is its 
speed, only 12 characters per se- 
cond when printing. But at the 
price there is little competition 
and it should appeal 10 @ wide 
‘ange of users, not just those who 

«7812345678: 
<=) P@ABCDEFGH | JX 

bede Fgh i Jk Imnoogrstuvuxyz 

foeed to produce graphs and | Facts panel 
TandyCGP-115 primer £149 

Interfacing to different com- | Paper (three rolls) 89 
puters shouldn't present any pro- 
blems, especially as it supports 
‘both serial and parallel inputs. 
However, none of the cone: 
tions to various pins on the input 
sockets are given in the manual: 

Pens (pack of three all black, or 
‘ope each of red, green and bive) 

£1.69 
Inputs: Centronics. parallel and 
RS-232 serial (600 baud, 7 bits, 2 
stop bits) 

Wisi aoe 
Mic 25 + 
Ej transistor 20 + 
MB viove 18 + 
Botner 5 * 

FNOPQRSTUUWXY2 

‘Test run — character set at 80 and 40 characters per line plus graphics demonstration 

[CRAZY DISCOUNTS ON CASSETTE BUSINESS SOFTWARE 

M ST CONSULTANTS 

[DRAGON (0) ~ EPSON HX-20 (E) — SPECTRUM ($) ~ ORIC.1(0) sexe 

‘ng este wth ert 
Gy tl, fos a scene ooo ee 

ocx cOuTROL (0.50) Se a, Mr, eck 
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Our story begins with 
a 2X80 ina back room... 

It's almost a computer classic, 
but Nick Lambert really did start 
is business in a back room. Then 

ft spread to two rooms and finally 
took over most of the house, 

Now Nick, 32, is managing 
director and major shareholder 
of Quickslva, the Southamptoo- 
based software house with a 
catalogue of 39 tapes by the end: 
of the month and a turnover 
predicted. to reach £Sm-£10m 
ext year. 

Nick spent £90 on a IK 
‘ZXW and decided to. make his 
‘own 3K memory board for it in 
stead of waiting for the Sinclair 
Research version. 

He said: "I thought 1 could 
fell it 401 took space ina 
‘magazine, That was my fist toe 

the water, In three to four 
jonths T sold about 400 of them. 

at £40 each compred with 
Sinclat’s price of £62. 

“Twas an arcade games 
freak and no-one seemed 10 be 
providing them s0, with Rodney 
Zaks? book in one hand, I wrote 
Defenda and sold it at €5,50. 1 
was also selling a motherboard 
tnd a sound board. 

John Hollis, sow! Quiek- 
silva’s technical "director, was 
working in a components shop 
When Nick met him while buying 
bits and pieces for a synthesser 
project he found in a magazine. 
He never did finish it 

‘And Nick met Mark Eyles, 
now production director 
‘through a friend who said Mark 
‘was good at soldering 

‘Quicksiva became a limited 
company in April last year and 
the staff is: Sean de Bray, 
{echnical admistrator; Caroline 
Hayon, sles and marketing; Rod 
Cousens, international "sales 
manager; Susan Clifton, 
secretary and Maureen Twine, 
post 

Now Quicksilva has been 
trading for 18 months and has of- 
fices on four floors overlooking a 
park, The company has a 
catalogue of 23 tapes, nearly all 
‘machine code games, for the 
Spectrum, ZX81, VIC20, plus a 
character generator forthe Altar. 

This month another 16 are 
being launched, including pro- 
grams for the BBC micro and the 

Quicksilva is one of the 
country’s fastest growing 

software houses. Paul Liptrot 
traces its growth and talks to 

the people who run the 
company about their plans 

Dragon. Among them will be a | doing our pricing we look at how 
word procesior and a music pro- | much it's going t0 cost 10 pro: 
gram Prices range from £9.95 to | duce and at the prices the others 
£7.95 and up to £1495 for | are charging and we try to arrive 
specials. at a realistic figure. 

Mark said: “When we are “When we started we were 

Joba Hollis — technical director 
[and writer of Time Gate 

‘Alan Laird — he wrote 
Munchees for the ZX81 

Martin Walker — wrote the 
Magic Window character 
fenerator for the Atari 

‘Sean de Bray — Quicksilva’s 
technical administrator 
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charging £5.50 for a ZX81 pro: 
gram and copying it ourselves 
Now the same program would 
cost £3.95 because we are selling 
‘more of them. 

“We have tried 10 keep our 
prices down to the lowest which 
are reasonable, If we were selling 
1 program for the ZX81 and then 
brought it out for the Atari we 
‘would have to charge a different 
price because there would be 
‘more to it 

"The machine that 1 person: 
ally lke the look of isthe Lym, 
but we willbe producing for ali 
‘the personal computers. That's 
four plan, We are just like book 
publishers, publishing. the work 
‘of mainly freelance program: 

“Bvery two months our tur 
rnover has doubled — that’s the 
kind of rate we're growing a, It's 
absolutely fantastic 

“We've probably got the 
dubious distinction of being rip: 
‘ped off in almost every country in 
the world, Now we've gota large 
firm of accountants with offices 
Jn the countries to which we ex 
port 

‘Among the countries Quick- 
silva ‘sells to are Iceland, Chile, 
Australia, Holland, Denmark, 
Israel, America, South Africa, 
Spain, Belgium and Greece. 

‘Mark said "The number of 
people who can write programs is 
finite, but there’s lots of them, 
Many of them can write well, but 
they are not so good at ideas so 
wwe give them the ideas to improve 
their games. 

'We are going to be holding 
conferences for our prograsmmers 
= we'll rent a room in a hotel 
somewhere — and ive. them 
loads of games ideas, And we're 
soing to produce a newsletter for 
them 100. 

"Some of them are still at 
school and soon they wil be earn- 
jing more than their parents.”” 

He gave an example of what 
would happen if someone. sent 
them a tape for the ZX81. 

“The market is going 10 
disappear before long because of 
the Spectrum, so we would say: 
“This i a really nice program, 
Could you write it for the Spec: 

"We would provide him bm 



with 2 Spectrum, a monitor, and | software houses, but there. will 
an assembler and a program of | still be the litte guy in his back 
routines called Sub Lib. He | room. The gap between big and 
would pay us out of his first | small wll widen 
royalties. That's the kind of sup-] “We want to stay fairly 
port we give small in numbers of fulltime 

‘Quicksiva’s programmers, | staff so we can react quickly to 
mostly freelance, get 25 per cent | market trends.” 
Of the cover price of each pro- | Nick expects| QuickSilva’s 
gram, excluding VAT. turmover for the year ending this 

‘Among them is Alas Laird, | month to be£) to fim. And 
a [S-year-old  Ayreshire | mext year he predicts'a turnover 
schoolboy now taking his |:of £Sm£10m, in the UK alone, 
Orlevels, who wrote Munchees | He said: “One of the things 
for the ZXB1. Another Martin | T want to do really soon is take a 
Walker who wrote Magix Win- | couple of month off and write a 
dow, a character really good program. 

John Hollis and the Atari a til ave Wis bomen th trina 
Wiktire aly ‘art inde 
a peng hin tote 
the shad 
soon be 
ral 

Mark Eyles — "We try 10 beep ur pies down" uit 

DRAGON 32......1e. 
Air combat and ground strike, “joystick” controlled 
sights cannon fire and bomb release. Full colour 
hi-res graphics 3D and sound £6.50 inc.p8p 
Fruit 
‘Compulsive, addictive, fruit machine. Using your skill 
with the holds, turn your £5 stake into £10 and beat 
the system. Hi-res graphics and sound. £4.98 irc.p&p 
Look andLearn 
Educational picture recognition. Hi-res graphics, text 
and colour. Age 3-10yrs £4.95 inc. p&p. 
Pontoon 
‘Super Hi-res graphics, full colour definition and card 
display. Fascinating, absorbing £4.95 inc p4 p. 
DRAGON and ORIC “JUNIPER” word processor, 

___ comprehensive edit facilities, menu and cursor driven 
png £28.00 rc 20 

Tango Foxtrot 01 
Using your skill locate the airstrip with the radar 
‘scanner, fly your aircraft through hazardous neque fr total amount enclosed 
‘crosswinds and air pockets to land safely. Watch your Name 
fuel; watch your artificial horizon; be sure you are Adcress 
level on final approach. Full colour, hi-res graphics, 
3D and sound. £6.50 inc p&p 
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ee 
So you think 
you can write? 
Prove it to me and you may be able to join 

ERSOFT 
G_| verwuerats anv sorrware 

‘our team of contributors. We are looking HOME ACCOUNTS FRENZY 
for: asco peaan piiciy | The abit of his mei 10 

© Articles on using home computers. You cee mag eae cain || Ipemugungteennt els 
must be able to give specific examples, if ssiccicheracimptioe | Reece a sey Screay era rd pe eretvee cones necessary with programs. Have you 
discovered a new aspect or a new way of 
using a known feature? Your ideas are 

what we want. 

sch at dogs, fie hyde 
people. Your speeder ha 
brakes and you must 
tater blocks Fas reaction 

and 

# program reviews. We need to test an | fp izmretra toy | Macewelu yrs peous metetiows. a need fo taxes See niin [Okan eed 
educational as well as games PRICE: £5.75 

© Tests of hardware and add-ons. For He riaaamed 
these you have to have a good knowledge 

of computers and peripherals on 10 Made! RAllows 
high quay. dual ans 
cncated in an elegant 

‘rh two push buttons for use with Adval(Q) 
Potentomsier dnven 
Tieton moulded 
Theemes complete 
ONE STICK UNIT 2790 TWO STICK UNIT £5620 

If you feel you can meet our standards, 

raion programs 

SEND CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER PAYAMLE TO 
PERSOFT, FREEPOST, SHIPLEY, ‘WEST YORKSIIRE BDI SBR 

Audiogenic Ltd, manufacturers and distributors of cassette and 

cartridge programs for the VIC, Dragon and Atari home computer 
Available direct or via the Nationwide dealer network. 
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Give yourself a BIG idea 
‘My short program contains a 

Try this for size... Jeremy Riggs’ programming | procedure “ailed PROCsing Parenting Baie tip For the BBC micro pape 
{ist oF Uae LETS ey charg te aor 1 6EN Carge Lettering 
1G in GH NEL 

i BAF 
19 mae V0025,1 

line 70 to 1, 2 or 3 you can have 
characters’ which are eight 

varacters high, 16 characters 
high or 24 characters in height, 

The program will run in 
Jany mode, but remember 10 
‘change the tab positions. In 
MODE 7 a size three character 

ni ‘will take up the whole sereen, 
0 TFRIMITAB ST} ‘The program, which gives 

nest PEAT UMTILT IRD ae CSCIC a demonstration of sizes, could 
bbe used as part of, say, a game. 

The procedure sets up the 
eight strings MEMS(x) which 
are used to draw the large 

‘9 Feet 10 LHL 
oo FoR ste 10 Ue 

149 ABC FM tARC HENNE oS TENG ‘character. 
198 Neen ‘The characters are stored 
1a OF Fate BASEL in the memory as a series of Sa tight bytes from &C000 on- 

wards. Each number is con 
verted to a binary string, then 
the zeroes converted to 
SPACEs and the ones con- 
verted 10 CHRS25S. in 
ENconvert 

se abso SHRINS SIRE, OS 
HE MONARCH NSE, ORS! 
verte 

For full colour catalogue, clip coupon and return to: 

Audiogenic Ltd, PO Box 88, Reading, Berks. 
(Tel: 0734 586334) 
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BULLETIN BOARDS 

Put your micro on the 

Your micro can easily talk to 
other computers. All you need 
is some simple off-the-shelf 
software, a modem costing 
£100-£300... and a telephone. 

Then you'll be able to call 
‘up. other computers, get in 
touch, with “bulletin” boards’ 
run by hobbyists. and contact 
large professional systems. You 
can also use some of Prestel’s 
facilities. 

Many of the systems run by 
enthusiasts offer free software 
to download into your com. 
puter, games-playing with other 
micro users and even a sort of 
mail order by micro. 

This type of comms 
tion is set to boom as micro 
‘owners look for new ways of us 
ing their computers and big 
‘companies latch on to the com: 
‘mercial possibilities 

In America, where phone 
calls and modems are cheaper, 
there are hundreds of bulletin 
boards. The best-known com: 
mercial networks are. The 
Source and CompuServe 

Many companies use these 
systems t0 keep i touch with 
their staff. They can collect 
‘messages at any time wit 
postal delays or misunderstan- 
dings on the phone, 

There is even a network in 
the US called Green Thumb 
which gives. farmers weather 
forecasts, market prices and $0, 
on. 

Here the idea is stil faiely 
‘new and there are only a few 
systems. One of the pioneers 
was Fred Brown with his 
Forum-80, based in Hull. It's 
basically a hobby system with 
facilities for messages, 
downloading software and a 
‘commercial section to buy with 
credit card numbers. 

Others are in London, 
Liverpool, Oxford and. Walsall 
‘And there are several in Sweden 
and Holland, 

The system in Walsall was 
set up by Tandy who were so i- 
pressed with the idea and. its 
Potential that they installed it, us 
ing a program called Mailbox-80 
written by Fred Brown, to enable 
their shops to keep up to date on 
‘new products and handle queries. 

By all accounts it's been very 
supcesfull and well used. In 

Dial up a bulletin board and your 
micro can exchange information 
over the phone. Peter Tootill, 

who runs Mailbox-80 in his spare 
time, tells you how 

‘business terms such a system is | bulletin board you have chosen. 1 
cheap — £2,000 for micro, | have included a list of some of 
‘modem and software. them, You wil hear a steady 

‘Most recently made personal | tone. Plug in the handset, switch 
computers have an RS-232/V.24 | on and an introductory message 
Serial interface — check your | will appear on your screen, 
‘manual — which makes them | guiding you to what is available 
ideal for communications. There | on the system. 
fre two types of modem you can | Here's how it works in more 
buy. One is an acoustic coupler | detail. A special interface is 
which means you plug your | needed to convert the dat 
phone handset into two rubber | transmission system a micro 
cups. The other is wired directly | uses into a form:the outside 
{0 the phone line world can handle. 

The same company that sold | Most computers move data 
you the modem wil usually pro- | around along eight wies in eight 
vide the software 00. You'll need | bit chunks, instead of one bit at a 
{0 st your micro using the time along a single wire. 
details in Table 1. Then So itis much quicker 
you dial up the to use the parallel 

a 
MiniModem 3005 acoustic coupler from Modular Technology 
(08692 3361) costs about £149 and will fit almost any type of 
telephone 
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ight-wire system rather’ than 
seal, or single-wie system, Both 
hhave a further wire called ground 
or earth 

You need a serial interface 
to convert the parallel data in 
your computer. RS-232 is simply 
the US standard for serial com: 
munications and CCITT V.24 is 
the European equivalent and is 
Virtually identical 

However the output from 
the serial interface is sill in digital 
form — zeros and ones repre 
sented by voltages 

To transmit this data along 
{elephone lines means converting 
it into sounds and this is just 
what a modem does. It modu: 
lates. the data into’ tones of 
two different frequencies, hence 
the name MODulator 
DEModulator, 

In practice four tones are us- 
cd in pairs, two by the caller and. 
two by the answering system 50 
they can transmit at the same 
time. I's not the recipe for chaos 
it might seem as this is used for 
error checking and "“handshak. 
ing” 

This means one system can 
atk the other “Are you ready for 
the next batch of data’ 
second. can answer 
ahead” or “Hang on, 
dealing with the last lo". 

‘Simultancous transmission is 
called duplex and a simpler 
system where the two take turns 
is called half duplex. 

“There isan almost universal- 
ly standard way of setting up 
your micro to ensure it is com- 
patible with the one at the other 
‘end of the phone line 

The standards are the code 
used to transmit characters, the 
speed at which they are transmit 
ted and the frequencies used. In 
fact, the only problem comes 
when a European user wants 10 
communicate with a North 
“American system because the fre 
‘quencies are different, at least at 
300 bits per second. Our modems 
are preset to our system. 

So, for trans-Atlantic com- 
munications, both ends must 
make sure they are using either 
European (CCITT) or US (Bell) 
standard modems. 

If you want to know more 
about how you can join the com- 
munications revolution, contact 
the operator of your nearest 



bulletin. board out of system | Table — standard settings for | Shropshire Remote CP/M (094875) 378 Daily 1lam- 
hours at the phone numbers listed | communications to bulletin 3pm, 7-11pm 
in Table 2. boards Kansas Forum-80 HQ (0101 816) 861 

Or, if you have a micro and 7080 24 hours 
‘a'modem, set your system to the Chicago CBBSHQ_—_(0101 312) 545 
standards listed in Table 1 and | Data speed 300 bits/sec 8086 24 hours 
call any of the boards listed. | Word length 7 bits (exc. New York Colour Com: 

Keep your calls within the parity and stop puter (o101 212) 481 
hours given, Most of the systems bits) 3755 24 hours 
are run by hobbyists and calls at | Parity Even Alabama Buller 80 (0101 205) 492 
2am will not be welcomed Stop bits 1 0373 24 hours 

‘Table 2 — computer bulletin boards 

Town System Phone No. Times 
Hull Forum-80 (0482) 859169 Tues & Thurs 

Tpm-10pm 
London CBBS 01-399 2136 Sun Spm-IOpm 
Liverpool Mailbox-80 ($1) 230 9733. Mon-Fri 9am= 

Spm, 7.20-10pm. 
Weekends 
12,30-10pm. 
Ring once, then 
lal again 

Milton Keynes Forum-80 (0908) 613004. Daily 9pm-12 
midnight 

Co Durham Remote CP/M (0207) 32487 Phone for 

THE CHEAPEST KNOWN RAMPACKS 
IN THE WORLD 

64 K RAMPACK 16 K RAMPACK 
£44.75 £19.75 

Fully compatible with ZX81.and all accessories — simply plug straight into user port at 
rear of computer 

© Fully cased, tested and guaranteed © Gold plated Edge Connector coated for extra 
long life ¢ Secure no wobble'design ¢ Same sleek Case for both'versions 

Price includes VAT and P&P 
Delivery normally 14 days. Send Cheque/PO payable to: 

CHEETAH MARKETING LTD 
359.The Strand, London WC2 Tel: 01-836 1401 Tx: 8954958 
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Hours of fun: : 

shes pas emacs 2X81 
ram 

AS Ee 
Shuttie A bumper selection of programs r 

rolow the immucion | Whitten for the 1K 2X81 running : 
siven tolund the shutie ane | #1 SIOW Mode and presented by 
the time limit, Level 5 is? the Dominic Stocqueler 1] 
easiest, 

$= Sih 
INT SENTER LEVEL (2 TO 5) reer? 

a ve This program and Program 

‘Some of these programs will 
also run in fast mode or on an 
8K ROM ZX80, but remember 
to Poke 16437 with 255 after 
every Pause statement. 

In certain listings the hash 
symbol (#) appears and this 
represents a critical space. 
Lower case characters represent 

- = 3 illustrate the difference in 
SEbeast +34) speed between BASIC and 

FO* Asie ‘machine code, Here the object 
oF Bs Le ie PRESS f is to ski as far down the course eye? B: JQ) TF INKEY#=Bs THEN GoTo 100 35 possible without crashing in- 
4 Re cy to the trees. Keys $ and 8 move 88 PI = MPATLURE.HISSTON ABOR peered 

co Ls 
1290200 

AY 10, RNDO2Er 

AT 7,3; "MISSION COMPL K SP4256"PEEK (6599) 462 THEN 

SYSGS" BND O)1) THEN LET Asa. 
EV#="S" GND AC28 THEN LET peat 

OB PRINT F 
S18 ease S99 

9 RUN 
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"Starship 
Machine code plux BASIC. 
REM 

@ FOR 
INPUT m1 
PRINT Fs 
POKE Fy ht 
NEXT F 
Run this short program | 1 

and cniler the numbers below 

M moves right 

00 a 

add: 

@ SCROL SQ PRINT A 

Guide your ship theough a star 
field without colliding 
star. Key N moves left and key 

ha 

14 64.78 201 
Delete lines 20 to 60 and 

Program @ — | te beiween 0 and 6. A black 
Mastermind | ‘0%, ens, ibe an 

‘number inthe right position 
Guess the” four-digit] and a grey squate represents the 

umber the computer holds 
Each digit of your entry should 

19 FRND ez) 20 (RNBSZ) 30 (RNB 83) 
40 {RNB Ss?) as 18 

Cet Hsvac Asta) 

IF CaG THEN 

SF’ AND Cec AND 
Dew 
Ber 
cag 
Ase 

cue 

right number in the wrong posi 

Make as many moves as possible 
‘without moving onto a. black 
square. Movement is controled 

nw 

by keys 5, 6,7, and 8, 
pest a3 LET A=vAL 

: 
(PEEK 16998+256ePEE: tesa ety 

aaeas F opMTBT PRES: er Hiace: pele 6 Pa Bah 
ee IF P=2 THEN PRINT AT A,B+d; 

Boe ar ps9 THEN PRINT AT A,B) 
Ti2 BAURE 299, 0.» Be mG See ieee a 

TenrWheven"5~ Timea 
INKEY$="7" LET AsA- 

‘This short program will deduce 
the structure of an atom when 
siven the element's atomic 
‘number and atomic mass 

Br@r*CHEM 164" 
Yi"ENTER ATOMIC at 

3@ INPUT A 
AT 3.11 "ENTERATONTE! MASS wawwinn 

NUMBER" 

INPUT 
PRIN 

78 PRINT 
PRINT 
PAUSE 9599 

100 FOR F=1 TO 
118 SCROLL 
428 NEXT F 
13@ GOTO 10 

Pattern! | 

As “PROTON 
TRONS) 

NEUTRON(S) 

eanneMamnde 

This shor listing plots the pattern 
you sce below, 
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“Try this program only if you feet Program 8 — 
Fruit Machine |“ 

LeT s=va -s ve o 
bEint ““Bress any Key TO SP= 

LeT S=s 

eet LET 55 
180 ar pee Ano pac THEN LET 97 
"$80 print AT 12, HONEY = 
435 ror ps2 TO 100 5 

THEN GOTO 300 

SORRY YOU HAVE RUN O 

‘A classic computer game with full 
instructions included. 

the 
Number 

LLOs WHAT IS YOUR NAME? 

SS PRINT "RIGHT THEN "$08 
da ‘PRINT "1AM GOING TO THINK OF A 
NUMBER BETKEEN 1 AND 100, YOU HAVE 

AND GUESS I 
RINT “1 
PAUSE 200 

70 
WILL GIVE YOU CLUES* 

ZeINT. CRND¥100) +1 
"ENTER YOUR GUESS NOW" 

THEN PRINT 
THEN. PRINT 
HEN GO 
TRY AGAIN® 

xz 
xz 

and-8 Key zero. will clear the 
Screen, key 9 wil copy the screen 
if a printer is attached and keys 1 
land 3 determine whether a black 
or white line is drawn. 

Program 10 — 
Etch 

‘A. program to draw lines in the 
directions shown on keys 5, 6, 7 

=20 THEN GOSUB 3e IF s= 36 
38 Ir S=0 THEN GOSUB 400. 
33 ie yrevs= oe" AND AcSe THEN 

BFP TRkeEYs="S" AND A>® THEN 
AND 6>@ THEN 
AND B<42 THEN 

" THEN CLS 
: THEN LET $=9 
* THEN LET S=2 
" THEN COPY 

peevouanny 

ry 

* 
Tabular form the valve ad 

Sed tax on the job cost and VAT 
plus the job cost. The program 

and job | a0 keeps running totals when 
end” is entered as the account Enter an account name 

cost and this program will print 

e 5st Stine (e411) 7208 
38-959 i8;26?%ene 48’ 18;~£-/6 3828) “EJ eer 

O85. Srorat costst" 3A 
“TOTAL Unt =e 
OTAL COST4VAT =f; 

Program 12 — |" ""« ‘Variations can be achiev- 
ced by altering the value of in 

Kaleidoscope | jinc 10, 1 in ine 20 and the value 
added to R in line 60. 

10 FOR Fei 10.10 
2B PRINT "2 inverse soaces™ 



savers 
88 PRINT AT to¥s 
IF PEEK (PEEK 1S3SG+ZSEOEEN 

15139) 

Behe TERE 

=128 THEN GoTo 2e 
108 PRINT 
110 TF INAEYOe°S* TEN LET Ye¥ot 
120 IF DME vRe*a* THEN LET Yeh 
18 DWeyes DEN LET eH 

Sa reyes 
ram 14 lef and then plot a note on one neve Sopemrna sce ae rae 

8 
28 BREnr” 33 Batt 38 bee 
a8 Be 
489 PRINT ne 
138 BRET HS BRINE 
a8 saat 338 BRINT 

age fi 
aes f 
a : a8 b 
tf u 

PEREA BS — | possible within the time limit on a ee Sa 
junch and keys Z and X move right and naa ea cer 

11@ PRINT AT ALBY 
120 IF _USR 16514=128 
13@ PRINT "x 
125 PRINT AT ArB: 

THEN LET Z=2+5 

THEN LET B=B-1 
THEN LET BeB+1 
THEN LET A=A+ 
THEN LET AeA 

17@ NEXT G 
175 PRINT AT RNDW14,RND*225" inverse 

space" 
180 NEXT F 
190 PRINT “TIME UP 
200 PRINT*SCORE:* 

hhave to enter it, plus any previous 
eters. or. numbers. If your 
‘answer is wrong the computer 
will show the mistakes and give a 
score 

Program 16 — 

‘The computer will lash a letter o 
‘umber on the screen and you 
5 LET Cean™- 
1@ PRINT "1-NUMBERS" 
15 PRINT TERS" 
20 PRIN TERS+NUMBERS" 
25 PAUSE 999 
30 eT 

cus 
B=VAL INKEYS 

3S IF Bel THEN LET As2a+INT CRNDWIE) 
4Q IF THEN LET As3S+INT (RND#26) 
5@ TF _S\3 THEN LET A=28+INT CRND: 
60 LET Ce=ce+cHRe A 

a 

NPUT Ds 
198 IF NO™ DSece + o 200 
128 GoTo 2s 
200 PRINT AT 3.0: "WRONG, THE ANBWER «AS=" 
249 PRINT Ar ce 
228 PRINT "YOU ENTERE 
238 PRINT AT i2,31Ds 
24@ PRINT "YOUR SCORE IS "LEN Ce- 
258 PRINT AT 14,83 "ANOTHER 
26@ PAUSE 999 

0 IF INKEYa=" 

Program 17 — 
Space Maze | °; 
Visibility is poor, but your mis- 

$ Let 2=0AL 
1@ LET BavAL “18" 
20 FOR T=1 To 19000 
35 LET Ase" 
&@ FOR Fet TO 2+RND*S 
SO LET AB=AS+"inverse spa: 
6Q NEXT F 
7@_IF RND<.2 AND LEN AS) ATHEN 
LET ASCI+RND*S) =" 0" 
80 PRINT AT 18, BsAS 
99 SCROLL 

TF RND).S AND B(25 THEN LET 

F RND(.5 AND B)2 THEN LET 
1 
PRINT AT Sy ZF 

F T)6 AND PEEK (1698+256~PEEK 
16389) 

0.128 THEN GOTO 2008 
148 PRINT “x 
145 PRINT AT 5. Z:“inverse SPACE" 
1S@ IF INKEY: THEN LET ZeZ=1 
16@ IF INKEV#="S" THEN LET Z=Z+1 17@ NEXT-T 

2008 PRINT T 
2018 PRUE 

2048 RUN 
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Is your brain a match for the 
Program 1s — computer? Try finding the next umber in the sequence it 

displays. 

L LET KevaL "a" 3 FOR X=0 70 100 
Gains «RND#S) 
AEINT (RND#10)+5 
BeINT (RAD#1D)+5 

AY Qs Qs "SCORER" Kt" "8x 
COMPLETE THE SEQUENCE: 

GOSUB 128-INT cc#s) 
TINT ag"O"s F 

2 PRINT 
INPUT Z 
GOSUB 100+INT (Ces) 
IF Z=INT @ THEN GOTO 
PRINT. "WRONG. ANSWER= a 

$7 GoTo 
10 LET 
3. RETURN 

105 LET Amp-E 
107 RETURN 
118 LET AeRwB 
113 RETURN 
115 LET AeA/B 
117 RETURN 
200 PRINT "CORRECT 
250 LET Kekri 
305 FOR Het To 4 
310 FOR Fei TO 10 
315 NEXT F 

SCROLL NEXT H 
NEXT X 

Program 19 — | pomam poss 10 singe SUrstor Martins: | Mie coston. wi aio 
tell you how many answers were 
Soret 

5 LET 200 @ FOR Fat TO 10 
20 LET AwINT CRND*IO)+1 
30 LET B=INT (RND+1Q)+1 
4@ LET C=INT ¢RND¥A) 
50 PRINT AT @Os"WHAT 15" 
60 PRINT 
7® PRINT AYCHRS(21+C) 1B3"42" 
80 IF C=O THEN LET AsAeB THEN LET A=A-B 

THEN LET AAwB 
S THEN LET A=A/B 
x 

159 Tf XeA THEN PRINT "CORRECT® 
140 IF Xe THEN LET ZeZ+i 
150 IF NOT Xef THEN PRINT “WRONG. THE 

ANSWER 
NT A 

5 PRUSE 9999 
157 CLS 
160 NEXT F 
170, PRINT 
18a PRINT "YOU SCORED!"sZ¢"WOUT OF 10° 
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Program 20 — | A:inpte program to plot the pat- 
tem shown 

endless sewer. Beware of 
touching the sides oF the con- 
tents. This is not a game for the 
faint hearted, You have just fallen down an 

1 REM see pr 
S LET Qevat 
6 GOSUB 2000 
7 LET QavaL "is" 
8 GoSuUB 2000 
1@ LET A=VAL “a! 

LET BaVAL "10" 
25 FOR Fei To :eo020 

$4) 

YEN GOTO. 100% 

THEN LET BeB~\ 
35 IF_INKEYS=""" THEN LET BeBei 
90 LET Axes 
@@ IF 
@ IF 9 THEN PRINT AT RND¥19, 



SOFTWARE 

Dragons Lair 
and Joust 

MONSTERS IN HELL 
JUST THREE OF THE AMAZING NEW MACHINE CODE GAMES FROM SOFTEK 

FOR THE ZX SPECTRUM 

Joust MONSTERS IN HELL 
hen it certainly 

the all = 
by vampire 

1s it wasn't actually 4 nightsare, 
trapped Jo Mell 

could magically create: holes ~ 
these ‘monsters seemed to be to'make thee fall 

wer level! But just then, the Mad Monk sent 
‘Any 2X Spectrum. hile Ghoule ater mec 

MILLIPEDE 

‘ny alm. And = 
Dimbing me with her indestroctable fleas which leave 

those blasted mushroces to spoil my aim! 
mont delectable version of the areade favourite 

for any 2X Spectrum. 

COSMIC SWARM 
OK, 1 accept that I'm to blame. I was warned against entering the Proxima Centauri Sector without am escort hod now I'm in the midst of » swarm of allen egg-like forms, collision seeming imminent T fire. they break open revealling strange allen types which fly wildly around! 1 fire again an if my life depended upon it ~ then two of the forms fuse into 4 single mutant which chases me! One of the most original shoot-em-up space games to appear. Any ZX Spectrum, 

ALL GAMES £5.95 

SOFTTK. 325 CROXTED ROAD LONDON 

ble 
game you ich and Joust with the D. 
Lords” on their butsards In a fantasy land where 
anything cam happen - and it usually does You 
control your direction of 
Tight tn thie eof wits: 
Any 2X Spectrum Available very soan! 

Bragons Lair 
1 thought would be easy... explore the Drago Late tnd the inary Cryo power ands be before he knew of what was happening. More foot t, for he wan there al right walling for mer and that imp which followed me everyehere with te other seeming purpore than to steal my com without which Twn bel ida The wlttmate Mase: 

FIREBIRDS 
They swoop. they dive, they turn fi 
‘The mast amazing Hi-Res shoot-em-up arcade type 
fare to come out in ages! Can you survive? Any 
EX Spectrum. 

SOFSYS 
We're not only famous for our games... Write 
for Detaile of Solsys. consiating of a User Definable 

+ our Sofcom Complier, our Sofmon 
4 our unique 

ae well and truely 
\dventure game f 

Ts 2 utility and graphies kite, You'll be 
«they are inovative and easily the best available! 
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Save your country from 
atomic wa 

i a 

Just you and your laser gun can 
rescue us from the radioactive 
threat in this Commodore 64 

program by David Rees 

Radioactive wreckage i falling ring 20 points and the diamond | However, on machines with program can be made 
all over your county, plowing | is worth 30 point high resolution screen, such as ny sereen width, AN is 
brighter as it drops: However you have vo |e, Spestun of the BBC | the seen width variable 

Ns many pees can you | est a ES pens sy Of | micro, Printing is ease, une | screens of ss than $2 cou 
sop ‘oetore Four Ge res ae| Ube opel Cad" cain, gt | Tom. MaA 00 Tnort to mmctlas | AN=iS. or 32.05 OF ot 
lost? tm -. ‘Woes ofl you Seve All lines involving colour | values "AN=63. Finally, 

To miove your ship use the | *** 10st the game is over have REMs before them so they | should equal the number of 

cursor Keys. up for left and | Conversion to most other | can be changed. or removed | screen columns 
Scrousfor right Key 7 fires the | machines should be fairly easy. | easly. Monochrome computers 
inser gun, Thre different pieces | Wreckage and your ship are | have no need of them so lines | __ My highest score is 910. 
trop from the top ofthe sreen. [Poked on) 10 the screen, 50 | 110180 ean probably be left | Good tuck — and keep, your 
The bar is worth 10 points the Taddreses should be changed. | out head down, 
2 REM INITIALISE # 128 PRINTMIDS(AS, ROW, 1); 

5. Ve53248‘ ANSS1 * BNeRNNE+7 *CS=4@ 125 REMe 4@ SPACES # 

9 REM COLOUR # 13 PRINT 

10 Ase" seaeaarmaw 146 NEXT ROW 

2@ PRINT", " CATCH COSMUSE 158 FOR N=@ TO 39 

3@ PRINT, BY DAVID REES” 159 REM# COLOUR # 

40 Led:xe16:S80 168 POKE S6256+N,3 
5Q BCO)=73:B61 7867 °B(2)99@ 178 NEXT 
6 ACOD@8:ACL =O :ACZI Me 186 PRINT 

69 REM COLOUR * 197 REM 

7@ POKE ¥+32,0:POKE ¥*33,0 198 REM® MAIN ROUTINE * 

68 PRINT“MANIAPRESS ANY KEY TO START” 199 REM 

9@ GET BS: IF BSe"" THEN 96 208 GETRS 

1@@ PRINT’ SCORES", "LIVES LEFT= 5’ 220 IF As="Br THEN GOSUB Seo 

118 FOR ROW#1 TO 23 240 C=X:1F AS="M" THEN KeX-1 

119 REM COLOUR # 250 IF AS="8F THEN X=X+1 
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26@ Xx AND AN 
278 POKE1988+C,32:POKE1968+X, 65 
280 DeINT<RND(1)¥16) 
29@ IF DeS THEN GOSuB 7ee 
299 REMe PIECE POSITION ADD © 
30@ FOR N=@ TO 2 
318 IF ACND=@ THEN 37¢ 
315 ReXCND 
32@_(N)=CCCKCND=3) BANDEN) /843. 5 
3G BeyCN) ¥CNDYCND#L 
34@ IF Y¢NDD24 THEN L=L-1/G0TOSee 
35@ POKEL@24+A+BMCS, 32 
368 POKEL@24+K(N)+¥(ND#CS, BND 
37@ NEXT N 
388 PRINT’#",S 
48@ GUTO 202 
499 REM FIRE LASER « 
90@ FOR Y=23 TO 1 STEP -1 
Si@ Paleze+xtyacs 
528 RePEEK(P> 
590 IF RO32 THEN 600 
54@ POKEP, 66 
S6@ NEXT ¥ 
57@ GOTO 658 
608 N=~(RaB7>—(R=9O)HZ 
618 S=S-(Ra73)M10-(R=B7)42O~(ReBe>HBO 
628 ACRE 
63@ POKEL@24+K(N)+(NDMCS, 32, 
658 FOR va24 TO 1 STEP-1 
668 POKEL@Z8+x+YACS, 32 

678,NEXT_¥. 
698 RETURN 
699 EMM INITIALISE DROPING PIECE * 
788 FOR N=@ TO 2 
71@ IF ACND=@ THEN 748 
728 NEXT. N 
73@ RETURN 
74@ ACHDML YONI 
756 XCND*INTCRNDCL RNAI 44 
79@ RETURN 
799 REM IF PIECE HITS GROUND * 
82 PRINT"M",, "LIVES LEFT= "iL 
81@ IF L<1 THEN GOTO 1908 
828 ACN=@ 
83 POKE1@24+A+BACS,S2 
842 GOTO 378 
997 REN 
996 REMw END ® 
999 REM 
10@@ FOR Ne@ TO 999:NEXT 
101@ PRINT"Cu", "YOUR SCORE WAS" 
1828 PRINT, "#BBI'S 
1@3@ FOR N=@ TO S/1¢e 
1@4@ PRINT*WELL DONE!” 
1@5@ NEXT N 
1@6@ PRINT" MDO YOU WANT ANOTHER G0<¥/N>" 
1@7@ INPUT AS 
1060 IF AS*"¥" THEN 18 
1098 IF AS="N" THEN END 
11@@ GoTo1e6e 

USERS!! DEALERS 
ZX81 and ZX Spectrum 

Games 

Gi Patrot pe 

Gore e498 “Zoe Man ps Space ov der 

[Nighomare Park Space Rest Dragon Mate Mason ofthe Deep toil materi) 
1X Spectrom CasetieSI Devil Beds ls Digger Man — New tas ames taking mani she of ound ad elo) 
1k Spectrum 
CaveteS?" Nighimare Park, Dragon Mave and Space Rese isos (STbomper programmes) 
48% Spectrum GaueteS3” E-, Adventure — NEW!!! (A magnificent vein hat 
ts MUST be the Bex eae} Stopte 

many software dealer or rough mt 

Send SAE for Catalogue, 
‘and/or Trade details. 

NVAGITIGS sxsreses ure 
26 Spiers Close, Knowle, Solihull B93 9ES 

GENEROUS DEALER 
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE. 

ZX SPECTRUM SOFTWARE 
£5.00 SUPERVIEW48 £5.00 

List of Features List of Features © 16K Spectrum graphics  @ 48K Spectrum personal 
on A wiewdata 

ull screen high r@SOlu- —@ Page creation with mov- 
inept onal. g 

Large alphabet facility © Large alphabet option 
@ Pictures saved on cas- — @ 48 full screen two colour sete pages OF 
© Automatic “slide show" @ 24 full screen full colour 

pages 

@ Random page recall 

@ Continuous page rotate 

© Print option 
@ Full operating manual to. 

our usual standard 
@ Audio commentary on, 

reverse of cassette 

‘SUPERDRAW 16 

option 
@ Menu. driven, easy 10 

‘operate, crash proofed 
© Documented to usual 

high Video Software 
standard 

© Demonstration slide 
show 

@ Audio commentary on 
reverse of cassette 

VIDEO SOFTWARE LTD 

Stone Lane Kinver, Stourbridge, 
West Midlands, DY7 6EQ 

Prices include VAT, P&P Immediate delivery. 
Full range of ZX81 software still available. 
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New releases: our jury's 
verdicts 

The court will come to order... while our jury 
members deliver their ratings on the latest games. 

os, 
Salamander Software, 27 
Ditchling Rise, Brighton, East 
Sussex, BNI 4QL. 

Good value and an excellent 
tepresentation of the real game, 
‘complete with handicapping and 
choice of clubs. 

“There are nine holes — go 
round twice for 18 — each shown, 
first at the end ofthe fairway and 
then in close up. Use the up and 
down arrow keys to place your 
‘cursor in front of the ball, choose 
your club from the menu and 
then hit the space bar. 

‘Wind direction and force on 
the fairway is shown by a red ar- 
‘ow; on the green the arrow 
dicates direction and angle of 
slope. 

Shots played “from the 
rough, shown in green, won't 
travel” so. far and. shots from 
hazards — yellow bunkers and 
trees — will be even shorter. If 
‘you're unlucky enough to dive 
‘out of bounds oF into a pond, 
both shown in red, your ball is 
lost and you play again from the 

position of your last shot with a 
Penalty of one, 

You ‘cam play by yourself or 
with one other player (othe stan 
dard Stableford points sysiem ws 
fed for competition golf. This 
fully explained on a detailed ine 
struction sheet. The cassette is 
nicely packaged too. 

instructions won 
playability 0% 
graphics ase 
‘value for money 0 

Rabbit Software, 380 Station 
Road, Harrow, HAI 2DE. 

‘Award yourself the Order of the 
Galaxy if you reach level eight of 
this challenging space game, 
developed from the arcade ver 

AAfler running the instruc 
tions you find yourself fying 
above enemy territory armed with 
bombs and laser guns. Use the 
lasers to shoot down enemy 
rockets and the bombs to destroy 
ther buildings. 

You must it every fuel 
dump to ensure you have enough 
fuel 10 reach the game's higher 
level 

The eight levels are: land- 
scape, landscape with enemy 
rockets, atunnel which tests your 
navigation, a cavern, meteor 
trail, rocket city, city maze and 
homing sot. 

If you own 4 joystick we ft 
for faster play. Key controls are 
@ for up, / for down, : for left, 
= for right and control L. for 

laser and control B for bomb. 

Instructions 80% 
playability 
srapbics 
value for money 

Cylon Attack 
12K Atom 

£4.95 
A&P Software, 830 Hyde Road, 
Gorton, Manchester 

A.compulsive space game, full of 
theills, but loses ratings for its 
limited use of high resolution 
graphics. The action slows 
noticeably as the screen is filed 
because only the plot and draw 
routines of the Atorn appear 19 
have beso used. 

The 
pilot's view of the flight deck 
with laser gunsights 10 zap the! 
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‘enemy ships as they prepare to in 
ade Earth. 

The top section ofthe screen 
shows your score so far, highest 
score, laser and fuel levels and 
long range scan 

Two Keys control up and 
down movement and another 10 
are for right and left, making it a 
line difficult to fire with the 
space bar. 

instructions 80% 
playability 70% 
‘raps 70% 
‘value for money 70% 

Steet East, Liverpool L2 3P? 

‘A fastmoving_ and clou 
fnisine code pane in the Wade mould and wel up 10 I 
Sort sander The dang sccm diay inde toting oe, Be ie remus nig tas ‘od they al have oe por Ia 
Wem to wie you of te ae of the ely You fend them off wn your ar gu and move BY Mee tr. a reatons td ne fa 
oy finger ae sete rem one eve! long enought reach tee The tei of «game the 
this the“ one ore Bo 
Srtoe. And wih Aria ou Si tnd youre ster rs 
fot tht rs emping 

Well packaged and well 
worth the money 

instructions 80% 
playability 80% 
graphics 50% 
value for money 95% 



you've only got two — have to 
be carefully aimed to fall down. 
2 narrow shaft and strike two 
small targets. Miss one and you 
‘can bid farewell 10 the universe 

There is a special feature 
which allows you to construct 
your own terrain through which 
to fly and another which gives 
you the chance to trainin any of 
the levels. You'll need it. 

‘One small drawback is that 
the controls take time to 
become accustomed to. 

Trafalgar 
London SE10. 

Great graphics, super sound. 
and almost impossible to beat 
This version of the Scramble 
type arcade space game is one 
Of the best s0 far. 

You're the pilot of a 
spaceship and you have to avoid 
‘ground to air missiles and baitle 
your way through four levels (0 
reach your target — a neutron 
bomb store. 

Now your problems beg! 
again. Your bombs — and 

instructions 
playability 
sraphics 
value for money 

ee eo ectapesiiomiaecicetates Pilaf ope mgt gpg To 
er ete Sprecnaaas eee 
wees PRT 
Stee gets acaeaes acne Banda Beans pene 
ce ve ch pc i oe 

“Breen a) Aeounes. 
thn eat ues tte wate ry — Dorey Dey, Bawa Kengo Hue ones age an ronan nd inka ‘Bape hod 
Ire Serer usu nemo no tA 

sereen also have to be destroyed. 
None of the keyboard co 

trols, right, left, fire and 
hyperspace, fas a repeat facility 
which makes moving your 
spacecraft tricky and cumber- Apex Trading, 115 Crescent 

Liars Breakout also suffers from 
ls lack of a repeat feature. t's 

just another fairly standard ver- 
sion of the classic game. 

Two disappointing games, 
Meteor Run and Breakout 
bbut at a bargain-basement price. 

Poor imagination makes the 
first both clumsy to play and bor 
ing. You have to guide your 
spaceship — represented by two 
graphics characters — past 
swarms of meteors moving up the 
screen, These meteors are each 
constructed out of one graphics 
character 

Other 

1k just goes to prove that, in 
‘games as in everything else, you 
et what you pay for 

instructions 
playability 
graphics value for money 

characters _on_the 

THE EDG GRAPHICS PACKAGE £2495 
FOR THE 88C MODEL ‘8’ microcomputer 

dn sovarced petue drawing system developed ty 2 Wm of contig ergrswr ote: ona city nouns werd wo Uses canto apes fo SOheare we pesurestvagn and conned one by narmal Meyows ‘Sour ena havowarerequred Th may sytem tales a 

1 Preure gaming model 9,1 oF 2 ‘Actual and Lopeal cour changes at any tne 
(© Deaweg tuetons 

‘ines, bones. crces, as, et shape repetition 

‘Send SAE for catalogue of our full range of Dragon ahd BBC model B software Cheques or postal orders payable to Salamander Software 
+27 Ditchling Rise. Brighton, East Sussex BN! 401 

Please add 50 pence P & P to-all orders 
Tel: 02 3.771982 

Dealer enquiries welcome. Programers wanted: Good royalties paid 



VIC-20 PROGRAM 

Maths can be fun... 
with a micro 
a 
fon mental arithmetic my pro- not exceed 999. 
gram for ihe VIC20 could be] Seniling or frowning faces greet | 1", %ouan, Beck 
just what you are looking for. It block: line 10 jumps to instruc- 
Xcuually makes maths fun. | Che answers when a youngster | sioos, 20320 generate random 

conrecly sven «big lng uses John Cullen's VIC-20 [inh ics"our to bande 
face fsa quarter ofthe sree program Tumber, arihencic symbols and 
ITube antecr's wrone a frown- the garhcs forthe two fos, 

‘840-920, sound effects and con ing face appears and two more 
tries are allowed before the pro- | tion sign, also at random. They | the appropriate face, r 
Bram gives the correct answer. | appear at five times normal | At present the program is } fons, 930-1030, instructions 

‘The program displays two | size. suitable for youngsters of five] Extensive use is made of 
numbers between one and five, | "The answer must be | and alittle older. You can in- making it at 
chosen at random and a multi- | followed by return and then a | crease the difficulty by chang job t0 convert my 
plication, addition or subtrac- | tick or eross appears along with | ing the values of the variables a | program for other micros. 

Sieecws-25°1-4 

138 Ober ie80rge0, 718 4$9°weets 

23°; S82onesicdsynss0. 470. 300-5 

ennDn—B>=—2THENO™: 

SeolPeint: “aim. ADDITION = = 
SSGpranct ior 588. “ucriecients 
Boe prinr-stons.vou musT TVRE, INmTHE COP 

TOSS Print. THM YOU HILL BE SHONNOMTHE 
AGS PRINT amas srr n KEY TO STARTOr 

38 Seine tenes "Pie 625 
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Micros are the 
new school 
books 
Once upon a time there was a 
school which owned an en- 
cyclopaedia. It was very proud of 
its encyclopaedia as it was the on- 
ly book in the school. 

mn fact it was the only school 
{in the area with any books at all. 
Every parents day the teachers 
dusted the book down and show- 
ed it t0 all the parents, telling 
them what wonderful’ things 
could be dome with i. 

‘They told them how books, 
low printing was invented, 
would revolutionise office, and 
how — now information could 
be passed between one academic 
and another — new break: 
throughs would be made in 
research, 

They Kept quite about the 
fact that, as there was only one 
book in a school of 300 pupils, 
the average child would be lucky 
to get more than a few hours a 
year in which to read it 

‘Anyway, most pupils did 
‘not read at all, Only a few clever 
‘ones were allowed anywhere near 
it to unravel is mysteries, 

Does this sound familiar? 
Isn't this the situation now with 
computers in schools? Will 
schools ever achieve their aim of 
‘making their pupils computer 
Tierate with only one computer 
among $0 many? 

Yet, surprisingly, advances 
are being made, though this may 
be partly due t0 so many parents 
‘now buying computers for their 
children, However, real advances 
will not be made until each schoo! 
has at Jeast one classroom of 
around 20 networked computers, 
‘or ideally one computer per child 

This is not a pipe dream 
‘The microcomputer industry is 
growing fast and computer 
available now are at a price and 
specification undreamed of a few 
years ago. 

‘Already the most recent 
_machines being released are bear- 
ing a closer and closer 
resemblance 9 books in both 
price and looks. 

‘The new Epson HX20 is 
portable and Ad size — the size 
‘of most magazines — and it is 
light and its price isles than half 
that of the Osborne. 

The ZX Spectrum is, of 
‘course, smaller stil and light 10 
carry and at £125 is more com- 
pparable 10 the price of books. 

How long will it be before 
someone brings out a portable 

Home Computing Weekly, 1 
Charing Cross Road, London 
wc2H . Queries cannot be 

answered on this page 

version of the Spectrum? There 
are even rumours that Sinclair 
himself will be bringing one out 
this yea. 

If you agree that computers 
will soon become equivalent to 
the paper in books, where is the 
writing in the books going to 
come from? Advances in 
microelectronics have always 
‘been much faster than advances 
in software as software is 50 
labour intensive and packages 
take many person-years 10 write 
This is where the problem, if 

any, might occur as 9 per cent of 
all educational software is eighter 
hhaute cuisine (small portions of 
exotic fare at inflated prices) or 
the result ofthe firs year cookery 
class (they are practising on the 
customer; you may be lucky or 
You may get poisoned). 

What we need is a 
‘MeDonald’s of software — pro- 
fessional but afforable. 

If you discount so-called 
courses of only three programs, 
which are more equivalent 10 
chapter in a book or a lesson in a 
‘course, there are not many lef 

In fact the only regularly 
advertised courses of computer 
Programs of any significant size 
fare a course in German from 
Wida Software and two maths 
courses from my own firm. 

T wonder how many books 
will be left in schools by the end 
of the century 
Mrs Genevieve Ludinski, pro- 
prietor, LCL, 26 Avondale 
‘Avenue, Staines, Middlesex 

1 recently purchased a BBC 
model B_ microcomputer and 
‘bought atthe same time the Early 
‘Learning tape produced by the 
BBC Publications. 1 thought it 
might be suitable for my five year 
‘old daughter. 

(OF the five programs on the 
tape the only one that appeared 
to be aimed at her age group was 
the spelling. one entitled Funny 
Man. And yet it proved un- 
suitable because children of that 

age group are taught 10 spell in 
lower case letters and not in 
capitals as the program uses. 

T asked for help from the 
computer whizz kid son of a 
friend, but he was only able t0 
alte the program so that it would 
accept words in small letters, but 
the mistakes were still printed in 
capitals. 

1 wonder if any of your 
readers have been able to crack 
this one and I would be grateful 
for any advice on how to ater the 
Program. 

The only other program 1 
hhave got so far is one called 
‘Sweep, by Microcomputer Soft- 
ware. Once I had got over the 
embarrassment of complaining to 
the shop that when I Joaded it the 
‘computer spat it out asa bad pro- 
igram, and been informed ever so 
polietly by the shop assistant that 
the machine code program had to 
bbe entered as per the title, I found 
it to be very enjoyable and well 
worth the £7.99 I paid, 
Dr P. C. Drennan, Weybridge, 
Surrey KTI3 DU 

Helping the 
Dragon 
The Dragon Independent Owners 
Association was launched on 
February 1 and we are confident 
it wil serve a need among owners 
(of the Dragon 32. 

‘We intend to publish a moa- 
thly newsletter which will allow 
members 10 share tips and 
knowledge. We will also be offer- 
ing discounted program tapes. 
‘Doug Bourne and Dave Windle, 
organisers, School House, 

1 am looking around for a com- 
puter to buy and 1 am willing to 
spend up the £200. I have looked 
at alot of the advertisements and 
collected mounds of brochures. 

But they all tell you how 
wonderful the machine is, 
without going into enough detail, 

1 want to know things like how 
many sound channels it has got, 
the resolution of the screen and 

‘Surely it must be easy forthe 
computer manufacturers 10 in- 
clude these details? Unless the 
specification changes so often 
that they go out of datet 
Chris Roberts, Wakefield, 
Yorkshire 

New keyboard 
or new micro? 
I'm getting fed up with my ZX81 
because it takes $0 long to enter 
programs on the miniscule 
keyboard with those fat key. 

Friends have told me that 
there are several keyboards 
available which will fit_ my 
machine. Can any of your 
readers advise me on the ones 
‘which are best? 

‘Or should 1 cut my losses 
and go out and buy a computer 
with a proper keyboard? 
John Griffiths, Richmon« 
rey 

Have you seen 
my micro ? 
‘At least one of the American 
‘micro magazines runs a column 
‘where the numbers of stolen 
mictos are displayed for the 
benefit of dealers 

Tf you should do the same 
pethaps you would stat the ball 
rolling with my BBC model B. 
The number is 119843, It can be 
ail recognised as the casete 
Programs do not work. 
Dr B. Ross 38 Wykeham Way, Burges Hil, West Sussex, RH} 
our 
TT] 
Let's get serious 
Nearly every software advertse- 
ment 1 see is for games, Now I 
‘know people say that most people 
buy computers for games initil- 
ly, But there must be some pro- 
grams around for more serious 
use at home. 
1 would like to learn French, 

plan my household budget, keep 
a record of my friend's addresses 
and birthdays. Such a program 
could warn you several days in 
advance when you need to buy a 
present 

‘Come on, software firms, — 
Jet's get a bit more serious. 
Ms Jane Evered, Streatham, 
London SW16 

Sure 
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1's amaving what you can find 
tucked away in Atari computers 
if you look carefully. 

Did you know that you can 
have flashing text? Or that itis 
ite, easy 10 switch inverse 
nescages on the screen back to 

normal, and even turn them 
upside down? 

The secret is_memory 
location number 755, whose 
official Atari name is CHACT. 
This stands for character 
control, and certainly gives you 
that 

‘Only the lowest three bits 
of CHACT are used. Bit 2is for 
vertical reflect, Bit 1 for video 
invert, and Bit 0 for video 

Flash Atari 
can turn 

upside down 

More unexplored features of 
Atari computers. Philip Bramley 
shows how to use three of them 

with listings to type in 

all of these characters will flash 
‘off and on. A simple example is 
shown in Listing 1 

Bit I controls inverted video 
and so characters can easly be 
made to change from normal 10 
inverse I is very useful to be able 
to flash between these two 
modes. Text can be highlighted, 
and error or warning messages 
made to stand out much more, 
especially if the screen colours 
and sound capabilities are used as 
‘well. Listing 2 illustrates one way 
of doing th 

Atari owners may already 
know the other POKEs used. 
Line 110 switches off the cursor, 
and LINE 130 clea the location 

‘blank So the highest significant 
vvalue that can be POKEd into 
the location is 7, when all three / 
‘of these bits are high, 

‘Any higher value that you 
tty {0 use up 0 255 will be 
accepted by the computer, but 
it will still only refer t0 the 
lowest three bits when reading it 
for its own information. This 
‘applies to many Atari 
‘and explains many mysteries 
‘that appear in 

For instance, if you enter 
GRAPHICS 1006, the machine 

jores the higher bits that 
san nothing t0 it 

GRAPHICS 1000 = 
GRAPHICS $12-+256+ 128+ 

6453248 
so any characters printed using 
the Atari key will appear as in 

Of these, only the 8 and the 32 
are understood, 30 the computer 
interprets the instruction as | verted (negative) versions of the 
GRAPHICS 8 +32. Simple isn't | standard ones. If you POKE 755, 
ww 0 then all of these characters will 

Anyway, back to our flash- | change to normal 
ing text. The default value of | Now comes the interesting 
CHACT is 2 (Bit 1 is high), and | part. Bit 0 (The *1" bt) controls 

CHACT (755) 

UNUSED BITS 

BIT No. 

VERTICAL REFLECT- 

VIDEO INVERT: 

VIDEO BLANK 

‘Memory location 755 — called CHACT by Atari 
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‘which stores the code forthe last 
Keyboard character pressed. 
LINE 210 then loops back to 
itself until the key is pressed. 

Bit 2 is a bit more unusual, 
as it causes every character on the 
screen to turn upside down, Try’ a 
POKE 755.4. Once the novelty 
has worn ‘off, you begin 10 
wonder what possible use it could 
be. 

Various things have been 
suggested, Card games could use 
‘upside down characters for the 
‘bottom of each card, with normal 
characters at the top. In game 
fefletions in mirrors and pools 
could be created. by using the 
feflect bit of the bottom half of 
the screen 

“This causes a slight problem, 
as CHACT applies to the whole 
sereen, and since the computer 
redraws the whole screen image 
$0 times a second, we would nor 
‘mally have quite a job to change 
the value in CHACT at the right 
time every 1/S0th of a second, 

{say normally because Atari 

video blank so that any Atari key 
symbols disappear. They are still 
stored as information in the part 
of RAM user memory reserved 
for the screen data, but only the 
background colour is displayed. 

So, if we POKE CHACT 
with alternate values of land 0, 

Listing 1 

199 GRAPHICS 9 : SETOOLOR 2,9, 
ng POKE 755,9 
129 POSITION 7,5 
139 2 "NORMAL TEXT AND GRAPHICS" 
1p POSITION 6,8 
159 ? “FLASHING TEXT AND GRAPHICS" 
16 REM EXTER LINE 159 AS INVERSE GHARS. 
179 FOR W= 170 199 : NEXT W 
189 POKE 755,1 
199 FOR W= 170 199 : NEXT W 
290 
219 



insen’ a short machine code 
routine, and then carry on draw- 
ing the screen as if nothing had 

hhas designed into the computer a 
very powerful capability — the 
Display List Interrupt. It enables 
you 10 stop the computer part | happened. 
‘way through drawing the screen, | We can therefore instruct it 
9p GRAPHICS @ : SETOOLOR 2,2,2 
ng POKE 752,1 
19 POKE 755,90 
19 POKE 764, 
up POSITION 9, 
1) 2 "2YLON FIGITER CRAFT IN SECTOR’ 

POSITION 9,19 
‘2 "STARBASE ON RED ALERT" 
PUM ENTER LINE 179 AS INVERSE GUARS, 
POSITION 13, 
2 "PRESS ANY KEY'" 
IF PEEK (764) = 255 THEN 219 
POKE 755,2 : SETOOLOR 4,2,2 
SOND 9, 8 
FOR W = 170 399 : NEXT W 
FOKE 755,9 : SETOOLOR 4,9, 
SOUND 9,59,2,8 
FOR W = 1 TO 199 
cor 239 

reflected, Just what we need! 
Tt is however, easier t0 

to switch on the vertical reflect bit 
halfway down the screen. Then 
any characters on the top half of | demonstrate than to describe. 
the screen will be normal, and | Listing 3is only a short program, 
any below the centre line will be | but it contains a modified display 

list and a display list interrupt. 
GRAPHICS 2 + 16 
SETOOLOR 99,14 

1 DLIST = PEEK (560) + 256 * PEEK (561)] 
1390 POKE DLIST + 9,7 + 128 

19 POKE DLIST + 19,6 

19 RR N= 97019 
169 READ A ; POKE 1536 + N,A 

179 
POKE 513,6 

POSITION 3,4:24/6; "ATARI REFLECT" 
POSITION 3,5:7446; "atari reflect" 
FOR N = Q TO 255 STEP 8 
POKE 799, 
NEXT N 
Goro 229 
DATA 72, 
DATA 141,1,21: 

169,4,141,19, 
194,64 

Listing 3 

VIC-20 SOFTWARE 
QUALITY ARCADE ACTION GAMES FOR THE UNEXPANDED 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER ON 

AXIONS. snoor nowy Tie ALteN INVADERS, 
RE OF THE SWOOPING ATTACKERS, RRP £9 IN 

‘GAMES FOR 1 MONTH ONLY 

SCRAMBLER. race. 

ASTEROIDS RRP £8:99 INTRODUCTORY PRICY t800, 
MUNCH MAN. wust SIONS OF riHIs POPLAR ARCA 
Ego etwOMUCTORY PRICE S80 

FIGHT. snoor your parrsex aerore ne 
YOU. A GAME OF SKILL FOR? PLAYERS, RRP £5.98 
IUCTORY PRICE £500 

SUPER BREAKOUT. ru ovo ravourre 
(ALE TOGaIN ANOTHER RRP te) INTRODUCTORY PRC) 

N ENTIRELY IN MUC FOR FAST 
{COLOUR GRAPHICS AND. 

IRDER ONLY — PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES POs PAYABLE 
SOLAR SOFTWARE 

51, MEADOWCROFT RADCLIFFE MANCHESTER 
ALL ORDERS SENT BY RETURN POST. 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

HIR 
VIC 20 SOFTWARE TAPES 

‘Make the most of your VIC 20 
Hire Just £1.00 each per Fortnight (p 40 p&p) 

COMMODORE home cassette software in stock, plus many ‘more. Our extensive range of tapes includes educational, M/C 
arcade games, utties, graphic aids and many other types of game. Our stock of different ses i growing dal. 
With your help we intend to be the biggest and best Software 
Library exclusively catering forthe VIC 20, any suggested 
programs. where powle, will be added out Wbraty 

THE BEST WAY TO TRY OUT PROGRAMS 
BEFORE YOU BUY 

Send £10 annual membership fee on full money-back approval {Gheaue or postal order payable to C. E. Bird), In revura we will Send you your membership card, information sheet, supply of order 
forms and catalogue of programs (including desertion ofall 

VIC 20 USERS SOFTWARE LIBRARY 
11, NEWARK ROAD, 
BREADSALL ESTATE, 

DERBY. DE2 4D) 
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FEELING ADVENTUROUS? 
ASP Software Adventure Series 1 

THE WHITE BARROWS Program approximately 8K 
‘Somewhere amid this maze of burial chambers lurks an Evil Sorcerer whom you need to trap. Trouble is, he's protected by 
Trolls, Dwarves, Serpents and the occasional Dragon or two! Your magic staff will block the tunnel to prevent him escaping, 
unless, that is, he outwits you. 

‘A real brain twister, White Barrows requires both brains and brawn from its players. It's no good just hacking your way 
through the Barrows and hoping to fall over the Sorcerer. Eventually you'll meet a Dragon, and they don't hack easily! 
You'll need all your strength and cunning to survive this one for long. 
‘THE WHITE BARROWS, Only £6.50 all inclusive! 

CONQUERING EVEREST Program approximately 11K 
You are in charge of an expedition comprising 18 climbers, 34 Sherpas and 40 Porters. There is food, tents and equipment 
for all, even the oxygen you'll need as you near the summit. One slight problem, it's all at the BOTTOM of the mountain and 
you have to get it all up to the TOP! 

‘The monsters of this game are avalanches, starvation, storms and, worst of all, bad planning! A real, thinking man’s 
adventure, Everest will test your skills of forward planning to the limit. 
CONQUERING EVEREST ‘Only £6.50 all inclusive! 

** SPECIAL DEAL ** Both programs on one tape for only £11.45 all inclusive! 

ASP Software Adventure Series 2 

CELLS AND SERPENTS Program approximately 11K 
‘More monsters than you ever thought could live behind your keyboard. Wander the hills in search of gold and glory but be 
very, very careful where you tread! There are things here that will make your wildest nightmares look like Julie Andrews, 
Fancy meeting a Mind Flyer, for example? Or how about shaking hands with an Asmodeus? (You'll only do that once!) 
Treasure is here to be found though...the hard way. 

See just how good you really are at adventuring with this practically unsurvivable fantasy. Not forthe faint of heart or 
the slow of sword. 
CELLS AND SERPENTS. Only £6.50 all inclusive! 

STOCKMARKET ‘Only £6.50 all inclusive! 
SPECIAL DEAL ** Both programs on one tape for only £11.45 all inclusive! 

Our Adventure Series programs are available on tape for the following systems: 
‘Commodore VIC20 (not available for White Barrows Everest Sharp MZ80A and MZ0K, Tand TRS-80 Model 1, BBC Model B or 
32K Model A, Atari 400 and 800, Sinclair 48K ZX Spectrum. 
Please indicate your selection in the coupon and give the relevant system. Please note that we CANNOT supply mixed orders 
‘on the combined tapes; A BBC Cells and Serpents with an Atari Stockmarket, for example. 

Fill in the coupon, cut it out and send it to: 

SP Software, ASP Ltd, 145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE 

1am enclosing my Cheque/Postal Order/Money Order 
(delete as necessary) for £.. . (payable to ASP Ltd) 

ASP Software Adventure Series 1 OR 
‘The White Barrows. - - 2 £6.50 each Debit my Access/Barclaycard (delete as necessary) 
Conquering Everest @ £6.50 each 
Combined tape .- + OLAS 

Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include your postcode 
ASP Softyare Adventure Series 2 ecesocan NAME (MMs)... 
Cells and Serpents . 
Stockmarket, Je £650each ADDRESS. . 
Combined ta T@OMdS ooo AS 

Lee = POSTCODE. 
My system isa <-computer Signature. Pie 8 salsDibe? 
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Grab the money and run — but 
‘watch out for the rain of arrows. 

‘My program, for the Acorn 
‘Atom, means using the Z and X 
keys to move a litle man from 
the left of the screen to collect 
money bags on the right. 

They must then be taken to 
the far left where a. random 
number of points is awarded for 
each, 

It sounds easy. .. except for 
the litle matter of up-arrow signs 
raining down on your man from 
the top of the screen which, if 
they hit him, will cause him’ to 
lose a life. 

Fortunately, there are blocks 
ff cover at three points, but the 
arrows erode these fairly quickly. 
Each time a bag i retrieved a ran- 
dom amount of cover is restored 
{0 one of the blocks. 

If you score more than $,000 
you're given an entirely new set 
‘of cover. But this is very difficult 
to do so you are given the usual 
three lives. 

‘Money runner, which uses 
2K for the text and IK for 

Try to bag 
the cash 
bags 
a ee 

Would you risk your life for 
money? You can with Marc 

Freebury’s 3K program for the 
Acorn Atom 

‘graphics, is written mainly in 
assembler and, 10 save space, 
REMarks are not used, BASIC 
keywords abbreviated and several 
fatements are placed in singe 

FFor these reasons it would 
be very difficult 10 convert to 
jthet machines, although you 

may like to use the ideas asa basis 
for your own programs, par. 
ticularly for the BBC models. 

‘AS a guide, most keyboards 
fare abbreviated like this: F. 
means FOR, G. means GOTO 
and GOS. means GOSUB, In 
fact, GOSUB may refer to a 
label, so G.a means go to a line 

whose first character is a 
Peek and Poke are replaced 

fon the Atom by the more 
graceful ? operator. This means 
that 2X-=¥ represents the more 
usual POKE X,Y and X=?Y 
could be translated as 
X=PEEK(Y). There are_also 
‘other combinations, like X?Y = Z 
means POKE X + ¥,Z. 

Random numbers are also a 
litle odd — X=A.R.SY +Z 
means X= INT(RND(I)*Y) +2. 

“The numbers are sometimes 
prefaced with the hash (1) sym- 
‘bol which indicates a hexadecimal 
number. The code between the 
square brackets is a machine code 
routine to move all the arrows on 
the screen down one line, 

‘The piece atthe front checks 
the keyboard for a key being 
pressed. The screen begins at hex 
address 8000 and consists of 16 
lines of 32 characters. The title 
man should be designed accor- 
ding 10 the character set of your 
‘own machine, if you aren't using 
an Atom, 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Play it again — my VIC-20 
ites 

Recent releases and the not-so- new... Peter Richardson chooses 
the games he’s most enjoyed on his VIC-20 

Breakout — a computer games 
classic 

Tt seems quite simple on the 
surface but becomes compulsive, 

longer playing thas you intended. 
Unlike most games, this one 

hhas absolutely minimal instruc~ 
tions. You are just told t0 type 
Load “A.V.LT.W.", then Run. 
They must have assumed thatthe 
game & so well known that 
everyone knows how 10 play it. 
They were wrong. Mote instruc 
tions would be a distinct 
improvement. 

Using paddles or the 
keyboard you have to bash your 
‘way through fist a blue wall and 
then a yellow green one. 

tions must quicken to Keep up. or 

‘SOFTWARE 

and you'll end up spending far PANIC 

Another vic AAs you progress your reac vic PANIC 

fin Che Waalll | yout never per trough the wall. 
£7 Bug- Byte, 98-100 The Albany, 

se 30% | Old Hall Street, Liverpool L3 
Bug-Byte,, 98-100 The Albany, | playability 70% | SEP. 
Old. Hall Street, Liverpool L3 | graphics Cn 
SEP. value for money ‘0% | As one of the crew of an inter: 

galactic mineral freighter, you 
For Another Vie inthe Wall rad | EC have to carty out maintenance work on the superstructure us- 

T made the mistake of thinking | ing a network of ladders. 
ROMIK SOFTWARE 4 | this game would be simple to | But during your work you 

an unwelcome dis- SE | eno nom ou | as nyse ae Pe fo TL Aa 
your only protection is a special 
atomic net with which to ensnare 
them, And there’s the additional 

sometimes the sharks will deal 
with them for you. 

For every square of the | Rabbit 

into the shark infested sea and | The ship is being taken over by 

danger of ocopues... tu | Nightcrawler 
£9.99 

Software, 380 Station 
sereen you cover with your net — | Road, Harrow, Middlesex HAI 

* Shown in yelow — you gan five | 3DE 
Pere mrarfarenee— | PSO. with 20 if ou cn com 
SS BE THE | Dt) fill he sreen {A fastaction version of Cent 
WILL YOU BE THE Joystick or keyboard opera- | pede... and I mean really fast. 
SUPREME WORLD | tion, using A forlen, D for right, | °° You ae in the Green Forest 

CHAMPION? DI for up-and FT for down. Us: | where turk strange and. for 
‘ing the joystick is best. midable creatures. Your job is to 
= wm destroy the Nightcrawler by 
—— ‘S0%* | chopping it up into small pieces. 

Shark Attack | psabilvy 70% Tt seems simple, until you 
£9.99 graphics 60% | find there are no less than 39 dif- 

= ‘ale for money 70% | ferent levels. So to propressto the 
Romik Software, 24 Church level of maser — if you ever do 
Sect, Slough, Berks SLI 1PT. takes a lot of practice with 
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aliens who will Kill everyone 
tunless someone stops them, 
‘And that someone is you, 

‘Your only weapon is your 
space shovel, And the only way 
to destroy the aliens is to dig 
holes in the ship so they fall 
through, then fll the holes. You 
just hope the falls are fatal. Just 
Wwhen you think you've wiped 
them out still more aliens ay 
pear. Whatever you do, don’t 
panic 

‘You start with 2,000 units 
of oxygen which is. supple 
‘mented with every alien you 
destroy 

Scoring varies according to 
the colour of the aliens and the 
difficulty in destroying them. 
Cyan aliens score 100, red 200 
and white 300, Red aliens have 
to fall through two levels and 
white ones only perish when 
they have plunged through 
three levels, 

Choice of keyboa 
joystick operation. Use a 
joystick if you have one. 

instructions 
playability 
graphic 
‘value for money 

keyboard or joystick. And while 
you are trying to kill the 
Nightcrawler a Pacman-type 
figure appears on the sereen try 
ing t0 do the same. 

For a game where your reac 
tions must be lightning fast, this 
has few equals. 

Tis quite easy to score atthe 
lowest level. But to reach the 
highest level was beyond me, 
although 1 tried for hours. Stil, 
it’s a challenge worth taking up. 

instructions 80% 
playability 80% 
araphics 80% 
value for money 70% 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Bug-Byte, 98-100, The Albany 
Old Hall Street, Liverpool L3 
SEP. 
‘A computer version of backgam- 

mon and very like the real thing 
AA clear and concise double-sided 
instruction leaflet is better than 
the poor guidance provided with 
some other games 

‘You play against the com 
puter — you use 
‘counters and the VIC 
the white ones — and the player 
with the highest dice score starts 

The winner is the one who 
bears off all the counters first. So 
if you end while the computer has 
a counter on your side of the 
board you score three 

If, as most people do, you 
play a Series, award one point per 
‘match. Compulsive to play, VIC 
‘Gammon will keep you engrossed 
for a long time, even if you've 
never before played 
game 

value for money 

the black 
plays with 

points 

the board 

Commodore, 675 Ajax Avenue, 
Slough Trading Estate, Slough, 
Berks 

Based on the TV series, up to 
four players can take part, You 

are asked for their names and 
ccupations and there are (0 sec 
tions, one for general knowledge 
and one for specialist subjects 

The game runs on a VIC 
with 8K or 16K memory expan: 
son and specialist subject casset 
tes cos £1.99, 

The package comes com- 
plete with two castettes — the 
operating system and gener 
knowledge questions — plus ex 
cellent instructions showing 
sereen pictures. 

Questions on sport and. 
‘games, wine and food, music, 
films and television, science and 
technology are already on the 
‘general knowledge tape. Scores 
are calculated in exactly the same 
way as the real thing. 

‘An all-round winner 
instructions 
playability 
sraphics z 
value for money 80% 

Poster, PO Box 2, Andovers 
Ford, Cheltenham, Gloucs. 

Your task isto defend your 
castle against the evil marauders 
who are climbing the walls. To 
sop them you must hurl rocks 

‘But natural 
this and sta 

lost. 
There's a choice 

(keyboard operation. But using 
the Keyboard is just 
when you must move 
only happy when 
joystick 

Siege is a good example of 
not always choosing higher 
priced and better 
ames. At £6,66 this game is very 
good value from one of the 
lescr-known software houses, 

If Space Invaders becomes a 
little too predictable, try Siege in 
stead. 

playability 
sraphics 
valve for mongy 
x 

they get annoyed at 
to move even faster 

‘Stop them reaching the top 
of the wall at all costs or you've 

too fiddly 
fast, I was 
using the 

advertised 

70% 
708% 

50% 

Kosmic 
Kamikase 

£7.99 
Audiogenic, PO Box 88, 
Reading, Berks. 
Some people never tire of Space 
Invaders, but it's nice to try & 
variation, This one has two on 

the same tape, for 3K or 8k 
memory expansion, 

The packaging is deceptive, 
showing a jet fighter attacking an 
aircraft cartier and a close-up of a 
World War Two Japanese pilot 
It remains another version of 
Space Invaders, 

It seems slow compared with 
cother games of this type, You 
hhave t0 shoot suicidal aliens for 

each and their mother 
ch scores five, You st 

with one bate station of your 
own and, unlike other versions, 
you are’ awarded another for 
every 25 points 

Cursor keys are used for left 
and right’ movement and the 
spacebar for firing. A joystick 
cean be used for more flexibility 

For all Space Invaders ad: 
dicts who are looking for alittle 
extra, without spoiling the fu 

instructions 0% 
playability won 
sraphics oF 
value for money 50% 

poor 

MpuTiNG 

° Ea Ee Eee average good 
x ok kk 

very good 
x kk ke ok 

excellent 
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‘Do you own.a computor? — Thinking of getting one? — or are you ust interested in computors? 
(WHICHEVER CATEGORY YOU COME UNDER — THIS OFFER IS FOR YOU 

DO YOU SINCERELY WANT TO BE RICH? 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO MAKE SOME REAL MONEY 

JUST WORKING WHEN YOU FEEL LIKE IT 
111s a very TRUE saying—"More than hat of the People in the World are Asloen’—i isthe 

‘est who make the REAL MONEY 
Let me to ate you a te aout myst arm 52 years stage ana am pacng hs aoverse tn al Pau 1 ry contre 
lira conmance wring my second book mre 
Sie tou unenployed?—maybe recarty rede osundant?=ot ae you jn aun mth You ware tind need a change? nen why 8ot BECOME YOUR “OWN BOSS uns stv! manny some 
REAL MONEY or YOURSELF. CHANGE YOUR WHOLE UFESTYLE 
‘Tis LL Be THE SUCCESS STORY, ofrotony, {hes-"BUT OF ALL TIME etme eaves at avery long agatha! was BROKE. you completely and Ler BROKE The 
Banc Maragor noua not even sow me fr 3 oar fe lone grat me one. a was pay ty ‘aot by erat meaimonts to aod Cour ACEON For covery ov even Barsstcy We were ronang a very sina ‘ery old Rovse {ance emotsted) payrg at tat ime 10, 
\teay rete sum we Rad eray Scrape {ogeter each week ‘We ca have (Say ld rave) a ct tanger ot ‘for we I nad ergnaty pad C140 0n Fre 

‘wed tom two monty reratso €9 oxen at ‘aan te aroun af omar eral at 

Fine then tata oo some stows me ternte nate ot ais KNEW! COULD BOTT hod been working ont a ea Pat Rad POS ‘SECRET for mary ary yews Reenter TWAS BROKE at sonehow Imanaged to aave the om ot TWO POUNDS (2) Treton by my mse wo ha tuen rot tn ina Rowers shes pont conan 
‘ey vory ng may. Beneve me 
TNGW.MAve THREE CARS. [UNAVE ‘LUXURY HOME ana busters nave recently Comgiated an enenson for me gute Couty tours, fs won 4 Sx FIGUAE SUMF {E0008 fo mo nom, # you preter Amercan Bana ao gr. 

iy wre. Cur Saugerand mylve very. very ‘Comfstasy-sT0" SAY THE LEAST. surely ths 
Yo: ge_ you jst two recect exams of oy ‘rants no my bare aceon WORK ING PART TIME ONLY REMEBER — 
They mere EJ6RG—THAEE. THOUSAND, Sox HONORED AND FORTY NINE POUNDS or you Bcler tn Arencan Dota about $8806 {ie second one ior £1 896—ONE THOUSAND. EIGHT HUNORED AND THIRTY-SIX POUNDS 
‘aga # you preter in Were Doss about 00 
rooted ns gape Famumber THESE ARE JUST TWO RECENT WEEKS AS EXAMPLES FOR YOU. worn ony PART TIME. now ae you wsotested? Th advertzamert as been wrt or YOU YOU ean geese when is best for you 10 be hove or te HAVE MONEY-¥OU OECIOE. you 

have my MONEY REFUND INCLUDED of course Trews tre ONLY TWO KBWOS OF PEOPLE IN Tra WORLD=Trose who say canbe sone [AND THOSE WHO DO IT me Myst ancinow 
ey shorty YOU Tha boot | st 's NOT a book o eas, wnerety 
{al busness anae-sia NOTHNGLIME THAT — 
[Saetams ONE BUSINESS OMY at whch ve Le weed 8 a whch you wa rom uceeo—t ‘Tana youtor ns ONE BUSINESS ONLY thoes NOTHING ELSE 
Uf nat Une NO ONE WAS INTERESTED 8 UY PROBLEMS. te nals oh coursew30 you Snow wrat you wan? tiistheROAO TOROS. 
tnd You SNCERELY wan ft You Protect you kawe and you se expect mist a 
tne sr ene protecrg you Favoy re tae START MAKING SOME REAL MONEY FOR ‘YOURSELF and STOP OREZSANG abou te roan absaute povety been rt dor on he toot ts not very cob | DO NOT TEND TO REMAIN THEREcomgare tat powon wah hat | have foany—aput om my come TraeE CARS UUsuRy HOME a. On Dear 

‘ng the nay and I pak for Urem—none oF these wt bet you as you Rave MY BOOK to 
rte erealy tom you own More. No 

tergnone m necessary Nears recessary NO troshngin ao mot Gre tomy st 

Wine THREE WEEKS of my commencing on my 
PRA PAD OFF ALMOST AL ‘AND. BOUGHT A-CAR. yes THREE WEEKS YOU can seae now bg you wn to become, 
(hat ry reerton never get to wpe 901g igoan ang ncrend ery sat tme exon {ctnetes ance rest of te tee Sorg aretore Wgte0 70 00. to. mater wat twas Fartasto—yox BUT TAUE ‘rae my er at eabme to erabie moto secure 
‘Sowa 12.18 mone bt wen 2s putea ¢ ‘nu prove to bea aemason enews me. I's ty eaenaan to pass on ta SECRET OF MAKING MONEY 19° YOU. | RNOW you we 

wy peers, 

=\ EVEN BOUGMT A CAR 
Wy “ine the pockets your employer any ‘ger Sar nig you own’ Sore you lave 8 {sovate tam nt raking tha er to MAKE YOU FROM in crer 4 mane yee rch isnt nec 
$s youareny wow ry Weng a ie 
S1¢70.000 wim grtts at overt 1 000—yos JUST Pair tate ns can bo mustpog many be recess. For toae ano wah tn Aenean Doters agen tos amoursts about $1 2.9008" poles aut $20 780, Pimertoned easy tat “Mor tha half ofthe 
feapie mine Workre seep” te swat asowe feos fun tea You) To MAKE THE REAL MONEY cause you ae about bacome one 

‘ou WS TO GROW 
‘Te pers s4y—"t not possbieto succeed 
Sbsoie nonsorse= these peopie belong 1 the 

Sean taking to Rol Royce Owner recent ‘eto sant owas bre paves wh g0—pecno 
[Bar a ner nop themselves = & TRUE you row" is thee tor you To hop yourse Just taurng. a2 rat exarpi for youry most econ! re ol par bra worangon each ch 
‘years my ncome has creas each yeu! Ov 
The preceorng one-wn others arounaa Mave 
‘Coed down and gore to Barorotcy Sit ena aga some ott C48 NUS | ave gen you herein tis Oy 8 pa. 1 nl Secosing, every fe you et coure” hal Schoen o ove you an iba of what YOU can ‘tow gon my ane of buarass | sarod Wit 8 xpaal of at TWO POUNDS. ‘hi oe eae une my MONEY REFNO. is 
You GOLDEN OPPORTUNTTY OF A LIFETIME YO" waxe money. tis YOUR SUCCESS that 
rratrs 1 re pence te REFUND OFFER, re'you presarea ts send me fst ton pounds ola recnve My Book win ets ofthis new Susmess tor ouselyou can commence fh Sny, The ROAD TO RICHES awots you de 
patched Yo yout wen a8 houre ot you" O13 feactng me Woney Retunes yous ot ag"00 
Seyaremmsome wih Fyemcant bay 

A. W. E. SUMMONS 

nat ave | goto ose Here my ton gounds and at the end ofthe st ne months of my New 
inness verte operon W pene naar a Ger bolt teas E3000 | ogo Ratner E00 compsctng saya fr my Boos # have NOT mage hi prtt. ONE YOUNOTH 
PinTiER se uence s eevee’ —ontve wnermanang wna MONEY REFUND nee ry nner 
Name 

STOP PRESS Letters prooren To THIS PAPER 
Me. Pol Lanes wrtes: y account ortne rstwc months ofoperatons 
Expenso o dtaes) esis5 
Hee eiteeso 
CLEAR PROFIT £28003 
He adds—"may take hs opparunty to thank youtortocucing eto 
(post succestltueness veer {am contort wi rove me wa 
France! securty fr the yours areas 
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Me. 8.0. of London writs: ow of tla  soncing you cheque 
[Bea tr nave mage 8 CLEAR PROFTT of £4290 88 af he end of m3 
‘ort seed ot eperasons im non mote content Pat my busress wi ‘Doron fe wn tara securay te the years anus $e eto a8 at | ars wery leased you nave rirouced me 1 hs 
poke vote. J.B. Devon | Fave beer absokasy cmareaby hePROFIT Ihave made tom t. tnanks (eyOU" Pd, London, Yam have good success, EM, York 



HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 
Lineage: 
20p per word — Trade 
15p per word — Private 
Semi display: £6.00 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings/<iscounts 

JOVSTICS, 

BROKEN YOUR TV 
COMPUTER JOYSTICK 

DUST COVERS available for any 
computer, printer, ete, BBC, Th 
Epson, £3.98; Dragon, Atari 
Vie20,” £2.95; Sharp: MZ-80A‘K, 
£4.98, For others please phone oF 
write to Sherborne Designs, Vitory 
House, 8A The Rank, North 
Bradley, Trowbridge, Wilts. Tel: 
2214 4425, Alo made-to-measure 
service, Dealer enquiries welcome 
Access and Barclaycard 

TEXAS T 
CASSETTE, 

£4.95 
Including post and packing 

Single Recorder only 
Orders 
‘Clares, 222 Townflelds Road, 
Winsford, Cheshite CW7 4AX. 

Tel: Winsford S1374 

WIR 
‘ADS 

COMPUTER ADDICTS. At last, 8 
purpose built tolley for the home 
Computer and accesories, So con 
Yenient 10 keep. your equipment 
Uidily on mobile unit. How have 
You managed without one. Solid 
wood frame recessed upper & lower 
Shelves. Prices from £18.95 + pap. 
Send now for further information 
to Setcraft Sussex Lid. 32 Walpole 
Ave, Worthing, Sussex BNI2 4PL 

ATARI SPECIALS Kepiacement keyboard forthe 
‘Atal 400 £58. 32k RAM pack ex ‘change £65. 48k RAM packs ex ‘change £80. Spectra vision 

ks £13.98 each, Genuine 
‘Alar Joysticks inserts £1.20 each 

‘Blaby Computer and Video Games 
‘Croueays, Hows, 

TLaerwoni 
Blaby. Less 

WITH MOTOR CONTROL 
DIN to DIN of DIN to JACKS 

‘Winsford, Cheshire CW7 4AX. 
Tel: Winsford S137 

ADD-ONS 
Tangerine owners 40K CMOS RAM 
card, new options, 
form and prices 
Microelectronics, 
392965. Evenings, 
DRAGON GAME CARTRIDGE 
PCB (plated through hole, double 
sided). Accept two 2816, 2532, 
2864, 2716, 2752 or 2764,’ Eprom 
copying service pronided for only 
Er" cach. Also. availabe: 
converter (S input {0 put 
Current Output S0mA. maxierum. 
Fipple level ph-pk SmV, measuring 
only 3$mam x 4Omm x 19mm. Game 
PCB £5.50 (full instructios provid 
d, please specify 25 oF 27 series) 
DE-DC converter, £10 (with full 
specification). Prive inclusive of 
VAT, PAP 60p. K.H. Ping, 30 
Queensbury Road, Alperion, Mid 
dlesex HAO ILU. Tel: Egham 
(0784) 14300 ext, 208 or 01.997 9708 
evenings 
ZXS1 VIDEO INVERTER. Saves 
your eyes, increases safe. level 
“isplaye sharp white characters on 
solid Black background screen. Kit 
Es, built £5 includes VAT and 
PAP, instructions). Send che 
aue/postal order 10 D. Fritch, 6 
Stanton Road, Warrington, 
‘Cheshire WAS 2HR, 
GREEN SCREENS — 1179". Suit 
TRSSO, £3.45 inc P&P. Other sizes 
up to 15"x12", £6.98 ine P&P. State 
size required. P-A. Young, Church 
End, Sheriff Hutton, York 

ZXBI High Res Graphics Unit 
£52 (excl. VAT) 

Tel: William Haynes 01-969 0819 
Tools for Living 

Notting Dale Technology Centre 
BI Freston Road, London. W10| 

‘or 
cheque/PO (add 15% VAT) 

plus 2$p 

PARAPHYSICS JOURNAL Rus 
sian translations); Psychotronic 
Generators, Kivlianography, gra 
ty. lasers. telekinesis. Details: 
SAE. 4X9" Paralab, Downtown: 
Wik, 

01-437 1002 
EXT 213. 
Send your requirements to: 
Bridgette Sherliker 
ASP LTD. 
145 Charing Cross Road, 
London WC2H OEE 

ZXEU/1 REGISTER liss 700 wp 
pliers, $50 programs, 250 
Peripherals, 100. publications, 
£3.98. Youngs Computer Publis 
tions, 2 Woodland Way, Gosfield 
Halstead, Essex. Includes new sup. 

DRAGON 3 or TANDY 

SPECTRAL ROM D CODED 
rinted, annotated disassembley of 

the SINCLAIR) ZX. SPECTRUM. 
ROM. Essential reading for machine 
‘code programmers. Only £490 from 
Mine of Information Lid 

‘i. Albans, Herts 
1 Francis 

Ave 

24 Fitiwood Avenue, 
Middiows 

JUPITER ACE 
USERS CLUB 
Newsletter, software (both 

‘eames and wiles), adapter for 
ZX81 add-ons, 

Remoft, IB George Street, 
Brighton BN2 1RH 

HARDWARE 

Second Hand Computers and 
Peripherals bought and sold. Apple 
1 required immediately. Ring’ for 
quote. Bracknell (0348) 84423 
COLOUR MONITORS NOT 
MODIFIED TV sets, specifically 
designed for use with micros, Best 
quality, full guaranice, £289. 
Micro-Tech. Leeds Lid, Derwent 
Breary Lane, East -Bramhope, 
Leeds, Tels 0532 679964, 

7AM, SPRCTRUW, vic telson ae 

ENFIELD COMMUNICATION: 
= 

Pie Econ Lite 

Tels 01-466 92 

impact Printer (Buse-2), 
igen, 4 interfaces (RS232, 

‘loop, centronics) hardly 
used £150 (ono) 
Also telesype ASR33 (includes 
Printer, Keyboard, tape) £95 
(ono), private sale 
Tel 0334-7S1010 (Bedfordshire) 
[—_NEWERAIN” —] 

The professional micro 
Computer forthe price of the hobby macnine Detvery fee 
‘Models A and AO in tock 
Cat us for orice. 
‘ai Order Access accented, Ring. us. on Stevenage (0230 
{12430 anytime, forthe latest 
‘eta of NEWORAIN naraware 
Software, usergroups ete 
Aaa ners 4 Ninigs Lane, 

BUY OR SELL 
HARDWARE 

THROUGH H.C.W 
H.WARE SECTION, 
RING 01-437 1002 

EXT 213. 

ATARI PACKAGE DEALS 
006K) 
ooyesk) + ALL ABOVE ITEMS, 
soouask) + ALLITEMS 
SPECTRUM (6K). 

£108 ORIC UK). 

RECORDER + BASIC 
CASSETTES = DEMO CASSETTE 

+ JOYSTICK + 5 BLANK 
ou 
fin 

Genie = 
zt 

vicao ..... 
EPSON’ ACE + 

ALL PRICES INC. VAT 

24 GLOUCESTER ROAD BRIGHTON 698424 
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FOR HIRE Wicaamcnmeared 
days. Specialists im home and 

DRAGON 32 ‘business computers. ACT. Sirius 
SOFTWARE LIBRARY | | Canon/Transice/ BBC /Acorn’~ 
SQ aitren apes || tom orc anders and ps 

necks ebapuers || Poca fr mow mos 
Hook NOTE Ne | | Visit the Compater Junk Shop at 

Siete dean. Ton, Waterioe, Road, Widnes 
Hatton. cheshire, Tel 

MONSTER tein, 
SOFTWARE CLUB 
‘Software library (or the 

‘DRAGON 32 & COURSES 
Top Qualty Cassettes 

OR HIRE 
a llzapen cd ih the COMPUTER STAFF 

SAE For deals RERED ee: uct he expasion of og aa, MaautesSoterare Cat || |orpacer shone we segue aon 
Waketteld, West Yorks. 2 Computer Shop Sales Managers Fox or? Alben Reyes branch 

NATIONWIDE fie oan 
SHOPS & DEALERS} uaa tte 

TIONS WOOD VIDEO] | | re postions ice the sing of 
COMMODORE DEALER FOR! | | Rom" snd "pevonal sompetes 
YOUR Vic 20/64 AND SOFT-| | | Tsar 2 2 

WARE RING 2880137 Wrties applications should. be 
JsHARP PC 1500 and PC 12s1 al | | snes 
BLAUPUNKT FOR VIDEO. 

ELECTRONICS 1s su tons He Devon Tar deere (sb HOO on sre 
aaron 

SQUARE DEAT Cardona Comput Coma Soa Re ep Meg 
hers stouy and using coer 
Coripore et iC Mac eld eplrty fr beginners 
Ege Ons Toe pears. 298 Caledonian Road, 

= London NI IBA. Tel.01-607-0 

PROGRAMMERS we pay 30% fythen tor erga whc/ sre 
ARCADE: CARI gown en, you 295 oe usc codstion to AAP SERUICES  iehirs Tey" oadwose Way, Bradford rns = gat'bo- $30 

FOR COMPUTERS —— WANTED_GOOD_QUALITY 
‘We mre cerrenty. looting for| | sotcore Top. reper pis. 
Driinal preferlydeburged game || Write to: Mir “Chips. Dept 
co cae ayn || HW. Me Che, Nene Pace 
trom TAK fo BAK is acceptable || Penvande,Uindedeo LL30 You bave any. prota that Om 
to daca tenuneron Bamby | ECARD 

Software. APPLICATIONS 

HOBBYIST, LTD. 

aseast 

Kort KAT 
ATARI OWNERS, 

Jour Kopy Kat came tpe copies 
fmose machine language ‘cwsetes 

KOPI KAT, 2 Fo tase, 
Sarboromeh Leer 

‘Open 6 sans Iam (Wed = Sat "Shope Epuon HX 20 portable 

GRAVESEND HOM 
COMPUTERS LTD., 

39, The Terrace, Gravesend. || [DATABASE £4.95 INC PAP. ‘Tel. 0474 50677. 4 ZXSI 10W ot 64W a feb ig Sockits of: ZX81 Spectrum. |] | Syaen. Fas AC seach and sort Dragon Ore and Victotware, || | Use rom inden, books. supasne Talner coupes ers LPS ee, ‘cht members. te fo, stows oak a ae 
Computer and Chips Lid, Fedsinen | | Sine cla salons ec. Wi 
Mains, Andrews, Fife, Te. 330 | | Somme cta soya cl 
06; stockists ofthe ote “toa” | | EADSOT. Sh Se James St 
Coloue Genie 
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MZ-R0\ MZ-80K PROGRAMS. 
Business, utility, games,  educa- 
‘ional. List SAE: DCS, 38 South 
Parade, Bramball, Stockport 

can supply i 
Fearve revlts 1977.82 in com- 
pater format, with starter 
Sealysis programs — Disc/tapes 
EIS (2 year tapes. £7.50). 
Sisslaits, BBC, PET, VIC, TRS, 
TBM cz. Selce Software, 37, 
Councillor Lane, Cheadle, 
Cheshite, 061-428-7225, 
(AScew Barclay welcome) 
BRC Onl the Triple Database 
for text data, input, sorting 
printing snd mall addressing 
SIAE. for details or £20 for 
complete package. David Lewis 
Computer Services, 141, Upper 
Road, Kennington, Oxford OX! 
SUR, Tel. Oxford 735360. Ao 
available Oxword W.P, — Please 

SINCLAR OWNERS 
READ THIS FROM 

‘T-SHIRTS. “I'm wser friendly", 
“Have you seen my peripherals? 
3.50 white or blues.mi.one per 
ent screens. 12 Star Lane, Great 
Wakering, Esser 

re a acing i 
psn Oey 

SOFTWARE 
BUSINESS 

SInclale ZX81/Spectrum Business 
Programs: Mailing Liss, Stock 
Control Accounts, Reports. te 
SAE details — Datafax (H.C.W.) 
287-291 High Stet, Epping, Esse. 
SOFTWARE 
EDUCATIONAL 
WORLD INFO a data base of 
fnformation about the modern 
world, Use your 4¥k Spectrum as a 
feference book on Heads of State, 
Wars, Types of Regime, Human 
Rights and much more 
Wea datafile for use with Campbell 
Systems Masterfil, the standard 
database system for Spectrum, £5 
Send SAE Yor mote detail 
PHONES keeps track of yout 
phone bill, Ties cll, costs the 
Good for Mat sharers oF several 
people sharing the same phone, 
From WIMSOFT, (HCW) 20 
Brookside Road, Wimborne, 
Dorset BH21 281 

DRAGON LIVE & LEARN 

Snd'tos tome high relation part 
‘er tak wt src and is, Sint fclow sowed, opie. 
Sin ghee PO or foro SHARDS| Soret rh toute 
Bostrom oun sorreans ti 
BRC) Muse Maker — Hear/save 
your favourite pieces. Many in 
‘editing commands. Package only 
£8.80. including demonstration 
pieces. Goldsoft, 11, Belsize 
Avenue. London NW3 ai 
CHEMISTRY EXAMS? NO 
PROBLEM. WITH ALCHEMY 
SOFTWARE, 6 programs covering 
FORMULAE and) CALCULA: 
TIONS for 0/CSE each with exten: 
sive notes for 2X81. and SPEC- 
TRUM. Send SAE for details 10 
ALCHEMY. 78 TWEENDYKES 

ROAD, HULL. 
SOFTWARE 
GAMES 

CENTIPEDE 
mace ase fot ‘sien 

THE FROG 



UNEXPANDED VIC20 gamestape SOFTWARE 
GAMES contains Pacmen, Roadrac 

Dodgem and Fru, ll give excl 
play value with fast action color End sound, “eal 

7 wih exelent paphix™ Sole U.K w Es istibutor Adler Software 
‘Available now at £5 per cassette 
from P. Adler Software (Dept. 8) 83 Cranley Gardens, London N10 
3AB. 
SCRUNCH, 2X81 16K. Beiliaealy 
Simple new graphics gam, plus Ince 
maths program. Cassette (2 
Feanette’ Fenner, 257 Overdale, 
‘Scarborough VOI 3RE- 
Suc +. 2x81] 

SOFTWARE £4.00 tes 

fees sir sere 

HITCH-HIKERS 
‘utne To THE 

FOOTBALL POOLS PROGRAM 

saat ty 7B 6A 0 7X Spr 

HARTLAND SOFTWARE 

ARCADIA SOFTWARE FREEPOST, Samuea SAS 477 SOFTWARE FOR THE 
SPECTRUM ———_—— tarcontzranonasows || [WANTED URGENTLY, 

ZXa, sperm, IC 3, Drs 

‘edersleconre anima rward 
Heol imme 
AORTHWIS, 

STANLEY STREET 
e120, 

duced pices moe vale, Send Pawnty Gauey Fon ur vo a] | ites pees 
+ oa J {SMITH SOFTWARE (Dept. HCW 5 Sit You om ter ae Wosny inne: Path 
Aut aT THE PLCIAL LOW PRICE OF amt 76 30 

age BD ra, 21 trade engune wecoee i So Si a 
UNEXPANDED ViC20 Space storm £8 99 Skramble 9.99 Nip Cramer 199 Space Paes cd Metrtds £498 YD Tans £458 Ble Screen tvader ts Aseride £2, Cenipade L498 Time Gate (AHR) £4.98 
Rial Ach G By Soren Awcroads The Chen Payer (ak) £098 a Speakeasy (ash) Cas ‘sto Sled and Space Fighier€7 Space ntaders £4.98 & Games Pak (8. Android Atach £8 Space Hopper &S Ntcor Storm EAs Ovster 5.98 FOR ANY Wic-\gaunisS0" Ground Arm £9984 
Ves ikslynad (939 ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST & PACKING — OVERSEAS ORDERS PLEARE ADD Sip PaP. AND YOU' MAY PAY BY STERLING MONEY ORDER (PROM SOUR HANK) OR YOUR OWN USS CHEQUE: ALL CUSTOMERS MAY DEDUCT THLE FOLLOWING DISCOUNTS: ORDERS Hlosigiyensee Clocay. on 714% 0 aed over:— om. ALL. ORDERS DPALT Witit ON DAY OF RECEIPT. VIC HARDWARE-"E-G. vw 30 Goucie Desk Joyaieh ONLY £180 (gun £3 50 9.) Fl us om npeation SGPTAWARE HOUSES pete wad u our samples BYTEWELL, 18, Coon Rul, Bary, Slam, Te (0) 22091 

spremReM. 3'saze of Gold 8.98 Spetes 7 Bear aod 3.9 Kray Koop bs 

Spectrum 48K Software. FRUTA 
£6.50 FVICTOR,, £5.50 
TRIPLET £5.50. FRUITA. and 
EVICTORry £10.50. Che: 
oc8/P.O.671 Wizard Softare, 
P.O. Box 23, DUNFERMLINE, 
Fife, KYIL SRW, SAE. for fll 
program catalogue 

apse terett 
‘Spectrum Software sale, New Ven- 
tare (7 im 1), was £8, Three com 
palkive gamci, was £5. All on one 
Eassette for just £6. Bobker, 29 
Chadderton Drive, Unsworth, 
Bary, anes 

WrcTwim — rea wv V. GENIE SOPTWARL 

DRAGON & SILARP SOFTWARE 

Sadar tir wade of 
ieteates orc Spanier of Dragon Pop Quis (Up 10 26K). Tet 

your knowledge on the hits of 
5 Senterday £4, Mardy, § Faraday 
5 Sureet, Hull, HU 3EG. 

PENETRATOR TIMEGATE (40 
GROUND. ATTACK /COSMIC 

44K Specteum acts, Vol 1 ive i 
ferent’ darts games with various 

Hae ene na| [options £8 Inc. R. Kerr, $3 
RAE $y Ticeon 2. move apes} | Kevockvale. Park, Lasswade, Bengt a the ri roan] | Midlothian, Seotland 
rate ‘Sharp MZH0K. Hundreds of games 

and applications, For details phone 
Watford 46985 

WC SOFTWARE PROGRAMS MAKE 
2 Super Tank MONEY 
3 Space Arena SELL. YOUR 
eeeeee meer gf PROGRAMS QUICKLY 

AND EASILY 
THROUGH H.C.W 

SOFTWARE SECTION 
RING 01-437 1002 

USER GROUPS 
Nonh London 
Group. Contact 
Mela 
Westfield College, Kidderpore 
Ave, London NW3 7ST. Tel 
o1-435.0108, 

‘OZARK SOFTWARE 
‘6, SEAL ROAD, 

BRAMALL, STOCKPORT, 
CHESHIRE. 

DRAGON SOFTWARE FROM 1. MORRISON (MICROS) 
fas 
Written in Machine Code, Hire 
graphics and sound. SNAKES LANDER, INVADERS, 00 one caer £6.95, bors Machine Code, Very fas 
raph and sound PrERODACTYL, TORPEDO) 
RUN, HORNETS. 3 on one cassette £6.95 Other software. availa SIA-E. for. details 
(cheque or PO) 1: 
Glenda St. Coeds L999. ‘allers welcome. — please Telephone (0833) 80987 

Dr. 
lin. Dept. of ‘Chet 

Hire 

DRAGON INDEPENDANT OWNERS ASSOCIATION. SEND SAE'FORDETATS Hida seatoo Wavst EAN ROAD 
send Order 

pert Yast “DION bes oe prof making ‘raat. NO SOYSTICKS NEEDED! 
The contents of hs publication nctadng a arcs, desis plas, da 

1985 Argus Specials Publications Lid 

and programs an all copjigh and oe teectual teen beng 19 Arg Specie Publication Lid. All rights conered by the Law of Copp and oer melon property ighia andy vite of interatonal copyright conventions ate peel fevered 10 Argus Speci: Pabietions Led and any fependactce requre the poe ween somnt of SSN en664991 
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SOFTWARE 
LANGUAGES 

M& 3 SOFTWARE hrortH — 
feith fll CP/At Piven tad ny excising ees gain Se Ucn cat @ rom ta. 

a veal ell ier soteare 
ears Wie win| | fond poceng ad data bas ae nn ger] | fanagtment For dais. soa 
HSE outa a from | IEE. We will ty to beat other 

ERETUALETAN AIM RESEARCH a 20 Montague Kd.,. Cambridge 
C4 BX Tel: 0323 35985 

6502 MACKO ASSEMBLER i. | | Wanted: Computers, ICs, Test iorreti Peoeinn Meppntene tuck 
{ppigmcsation si || Good prices pad. "0" Servic Lawford Crescent, 

Camberley, Surrey. 0252-87108." 
‘Weare currenly looking fr original 
preferably debugged game and util 

Ko 

WUCROUAN IMPLEMENTATION HORE Bs 

Facet teas tat ee rot oan {y programs. Anything (ror 
v2 24K is acceptable. If you have a 

Brograms that fit these criteria 
Alec in of agus ant} | 8 on” 085 982 239 10 dlacon 
we Nc SOFTWARE M6 Grays 

enumeration, Bamby Software 
TIRED OF YOUR 
COMPUTER? 

WHY NOT SELL IT 
AND BUY A NEW ONE 

RING 01-437 1002 
EXT 213. 

Tas OTR SI 

CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISEMENT — 

ORDER FORM 

Please place my advert in Home Computing Weekly for weeks. 
Peace indicate umber wl imertions requ 

CLASSIFIED DEFT. HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 

THE DRAGON DUNGEON 
TAKE 

INVENTORY 
‘Youive tried N.S, E and W, and flied to fing 
the item you ar@ after. Now is the tene to 
"Take Inventory” al the Dragon Dungeon. 

‘The Dungeon vauits are fled win por 
pherals, sofware, Books and other goodies 
‘exclusively forthe Dragon 32 owner —trom 
‘cassette racorde’ loads 10 ecto asserbiet 
irom arcade games to Database Manage 
‘ment Systems. 
Our stock of software is selective, rather 
than extensive, since we belive in value for 
money. Feed. your Dragon on tho best 
programs! 

Best soling game Salamanders “Dragon 
Trok" £9.95 

Best seling book “The Working Dragon 
32" £5.95, Now in stock "Dragon Compan: 
jon” £4.95, 
We now have the widest solecton of 

Dragon Software avaliable in the UK 
(games, education, business and utes) 
‘Send for catalogue 

Top quality double 
potentiometer joysticks 

for the Dragon owner who 
demands arcade action 
Ultra-sensitive, but tough 

and reliable, Dragon 
Sticks will keep on 

zapping when others fail! 
£19.95 per pair 

inclusive VAT and postage. 

DRAGON 
STICKS! 

DRAGON 
OWNERS CLUB 

‘The Dragon Dungeon Club monthly newslt 
ter, Dragons Teeth, is packed win news, 
reviews. and information for tho dedicated 
Dragon-basher. We sill need your tps, ds 
covenes, eviews 8nd "beets and wil Sond 
‘Out guidelines and payment rates to those of 
youwno fee upto ful-scale articles. 

‘The March issue of Dragon's Teeth, due 
‘out late Febwary, inchices both hardware 
fang sofware offers and. Ciub Members 
registering betore March 31 willbe eligible to 
Purchase Dragon badges and sweatshirt at 
‘ery special pices. 
‘Annual membership, Including Dragon's 
Teeth, £6 (siemonin tal subscription 
£3.25). 

THE DRAGON DUNGEON 
PO BOX 4, ASHBOURNE, DERBYSHIRE DE6 1AQ. TEL: ASHBOURNE 44626 
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SOFTWARE 
from TANSOFT 

ORIC 
CHESS 

‘A.superb chess game written in ‘A36K adventure game that will test 
on, a 

Can youstf your new 787 jet onto _ 
Basic with a Machine Code Move your intelligence and patience for the unway without crashing, 
Search Routine. Features high hours. Find the 12 hidden signs of Stalling or running out of fuel? 
fesolution colour graphics, record of the Zodiac to discover incredible Full digital instrument readout plus 
‘moves, allows Casting and ireasures. Can you ward off the Sckpit view of final runway 
En-Passant, 5 levels of play and angry Yeti? What is the meaning of _ approach. Superb graphics and 
Computer can play black or white. iho radio that pays the “Archers Sound. 
ONLY £9.99 inc VAT == ‘over and over again (through your Only £9.99 inc VAT 
48K only ioudspeaker!)? 8K only 

Only £9.99 ine VAT 
aK only 



ATARI 40 £159 
ATARI 400 £998 
ATARI 800 £349 

SiG = 
Dip |— 
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